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Abstract

Finding Answers in Chaos:

A Lithic and Post-Depositional Analysis of the Clarks Bay Site, Ontario

Keri Lynn Sine

The objective o f this thesis is to assess the degree o f post-depositional disturbance 

and to document and analyze the lithic assemblage o f 3,595 artifacts from the 

Clark’s Bay site (BdGn-8) near Burleigh Falls, Ontario. This research will contribute 

to the limited knowledge o f stratigraphically compromised sites within the middle 

Trent Valley of southeastern Ontario. Post-depositional disturbance is assessed using 

size distribution data and re-fits to see if artifacts experienced sorting by weight 

and/or surface area. The results suggest that artifacts were sorted by surface area. 

From a technological perspective debitage is analyzed using a stage typology and the 

Sullivan and Rozen method. Raw material usage and comparison to established 

typologies from the Great Lakes area indicate that the assemblage dates to the late 

Middle Archaic (6,000-4,500 B.P.) through the Late Archaic/Transitional Woodland 

(4,500- 2,800 B.P.) periods. Formal shaped tools were predominately made from 

non-local tool stone, other tools from more local tool stone. Tool kits o f all time 

periods were also replenished using local tool stone varieties. The stage typological 

analysis gave more concrete results than the Sullivan and Rozen method and is 

therefore recommended for future research involving large assemblages with a wide 

variety o f tool stone types.

Keywords: Ontario archaeology, Archaic, lithic debitage, raw material utilization, 

post-depositional disturbance, trade/exchange.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

Research Questions

In many parts o f the world, stone tools and their manufacturing debris can be 

the sole artifacts present in the archaeological record and thus, the sole evidence o f 

past human activity (Kooyman 2000:1; Odell 1996:1). Therefore, the study of stone 

tools and their manufacturing debris is a vital part o f archaeological research aiding 

in the interpretation o f cultural phenomena such as past tool-making technologies 

and economic and socio-political relationships between peoples. With some notable 

exceptions, these assertions hold true for most sites dating to the Archaic period in 

Ontario, ca. 10,000 to 2,800 B.P. Consequently it is a period about which we know 

relatively little, and this is particularly true o f the middle Trent Valley region which 

has not been well documented archaeologically.

This research will analyze all the flaked lithic material from the Clark’s Bay 

archaeological site (BdGn-8) in southcentral Ontario, a small multi-component camp 

situated near Burleigh Falls in the middle Trent Valley (Figure 1.1). Diagnostic lithic 

artifacts from the Clark’s Bay site date from the Middle Archaic (8,000 to 4,500 

B.P.) and to the Late or Terminal Archaic approximately 2,800 B.P.) (Ellis et al 

1990:67). A small number of Middle Woodland ceramics were recovered from three 

test pits during a survey o f the area; however, this area was not investigated during 

excavation and no diagnostic lithic artifacts were recovered pertaining to the 

Woodland period.
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Clarks Bay site

Figure 1.1. The location o f the Clark’s Bay site within the Kawartha Lakes 

Region o f Ontario.

Cameron L.
Lovesick L. •

Stony L

Burleigh
Falls

Sturgeon L.

Rice L.
Scugog L.

Figure 1.2. The location o f the site in relation to the Kawartha lakes.
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I propose to answer the following questions for the Clark’s Bay site:

1. Based on diagnostic artifacts, what time periods within the larger categories of 

Middle and Late/Transitional Archaic are expressed within the archaeological 

assemblage?

2. What types o f tools were being manufactured at each time period and what do 

the types suggest about use or activities carried out at the site?

3. How do manufacturing techniques differ with the use of different tool stone 

types?

4. How does the archaeological assemblage from the site fit into the Shield and 

Great-Lakes St-Lawrence Lowland culture areas?

5. Using tool stone types, is there any evidence o f trade or exchange expressed 

within the assemblage and are there any correlations between tool stone types 

and artifact types? If so, what does this tell us about constancy or change in the 

direction o f trade or exchange through time?

6. How does the assemblage from this site compare to that from the nearby West 

Burleigh Bay site?

The Archaic in Ontario

The term Archaic was first applied to archaeological cultures by William 

Ritchie in 1932. At that time, Richie’s definition was extended to “all pre- 

agricultural (hunter-gather-fisher) assemblages including or alternatively, lacking, 

certain artifact forms”; simply put, Richie’s definition refers “to non-Paleo-Indian 

manifestations pre-dating the introduction of ceramics” (Ellis et al. 1990:65). In
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southern Ontario, such a definition encompasses some 7,000 years, ranging from

10.000 B.P. to 2,800 B.P. There, the Archaic period is identified primarily by 

specific artifact types, mainly the appearance o f notched projectile points around

10.000 B.P. Conversely the appearance of ceramics around 2,800 B.P. marks the end 

of this period (Ellis et al. 1990:67).

In Ontario, regional definitions traditionally describe two broad geographic 

areas, the Canadian Shield (Wright 1995) to the North and the Great Lakes-St. 

Lawrence region in the South (Ellis et al 1990). The term Archaic has been applied 

to both geographic areas; however, regional chronologies are based on local artifact 

assemblages and site characteristics (Ellis et al 1990:67; Wright 1995:121). It is 

generally argued that the Early Archaic period (10,000 to 8,000 B.P.) began with a 

change in hunting technology from the use o f thrusting spears during the Paleo- 

Indian period to the use o f the atlatl (Ellis et al 1990:67). The use o f the atlatl also 

coincided with the appearance of side-notched and stemmed projectile points along 

with the use of less flakeable local tool stones (Ellis et.al 1990:65-66; Wright 

1995:121-122; Teichroeb 2007:5). Large, less portable woodworking and food 

processing tools were also added to the Archaic tool kit, along with a variety of tool 

manufacturing techniques (Ellis et al 1990:65).

The appearance o f ceramics marks the end o f the Archaic period at 

approximately 2800 B.P. In northern Ontario however, ceramics were not introduced 

until much later at approximately 1500 B.P. (Wright 1997:705). Therefore, to mark 

the end of the Archaic period in northern Ontario, archaeologists have accepted the
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appearance of much smaller projectile points assumed to reflect the introduction of 

the bow and arrow (Snarey and Ellis 2010: 86; Wright 1995:272).

Towards the end o f the Archaic period in southern Ontario, the Late Archaic 

(approximately 4,500 B.P. to 2,800 B.P.) is characterized by a proliferation, and 

greater variability, of archaeological sites (Ellis et al. 1990:93; Wright 1995:217). 

Cemeteries and large congregation areas appear for the first time, resulting in the 

accumulation of cultural debris (Wright 1995:217). Typically, this period has been 

characterized “as a time when groups settled in and became more familiar with local 

resources” (Ellis et al. 1990:66). As a result o f this “settling in” and “familiarity”, 

groups are thought to have become more “efficient” with regards to resource 

procurement strategies (Ellis et al. 1990:66). It has been further extended that this 

“settling in” effect was the result of a population increase, which has created a 

proliferation of archaeological sites (Ellis et al. 1990:67). However, this 

interpretation does little to explain the variability between archaeological sites and 

how these sites functioned within the natural environment as part o f a wider 

settlement pattern.

It is evident from the archaeological record that, during the Archaic period, 

complex environmental and socio-cultural events were taking place. For example, it 

was not until the Late Archaic period that the landscape and waterways began to 

assume their modem appearance. Earlier Archaic sites consequently may have been 

inundated due to changes in water levels and environmental conditions giving the 

impression that the human population only increased during later periods (Ellis et al. 

1990:93; Wright 1995:217). Thus, this research may help to augment our limited
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knowledge o f the Archaic period in general and specifically, the cultural phenomena 

of the Middle and Late Archaic periods in the middle Trent valley o f Southcentral 

Ontario.

Site Disturbance

The middle Trent Valley, located along the interface between the southern 

portion of the Canadian Shield and the northern portion of the Great Lakes-St. 

Lawrence Lowlands, is part o f an interconnected system of lakes and rivers that 

links Georgian Bay to Lake Ontario (Teichroeb 2007:4). Sites located on the Shield, 

and in the middle Trent Valley generally suffer from poor preservation and tend to 

be complex, representing seasonal visits over long periods o f time (Wright 

1995:217) as is the case with the Clark’s Bay site. Often, archaeologists dismiss 

such mixed sites as only able to provide limited typological information. This is 

based on an assumption that past human activities are “fossilized in the 

archaeological record” within undisturbed soils; however, it is becoming more 

apparent that most if  not all archaeological sites suffer from some form of 

pedoturbation (Wood and Johnson 1978:315). “Pedoturbation is the biological, 

chemical, or physical churning, mixing and cycling o f soil materials” and the affects 

of this differ from region to region (Wood and Johnson 1978:317). Thus, mixing of 

site assemblages is actually a matter o f degree rather than o f kind.

Excavations at the Clark’s Bay site in 2007 confirmed that the assemblage had 

gravitated down hill through a thin soil horizon. Therefore, an important part of this 

research will be to assess the degree of post-depositional disturbance present at this 

site and in what ways this process actually limits our ability to interpret the site. We
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know that the effects o f soil mixing can create false associations between artifacts or 

conversely disassociate contemporary artifacts creating confusion with respect to the 

chronology of the occupations (Wood and Johnson 1978:316). However, there are a 

number o f methods not widely used in Ontario that can be utilized to assess the 

degree o f post-depositional disturbance which may help to strengthen archaeological 

interpretations on stratigraphically compromised sites (Morin 2006:541). These 

methods are elaborated upon in Chapter Four, Research Methods.

In applying this methodology to the Clark’s Bay assemblage, I propose to address 

what artifact distributions may be able to tell us about post-depositional disturbance 

and about past human activities at the site. More specifically, I propose to answer the 

following questions:

1. Are there conjoinable or cross-mendable artifacts present in the 

assemblage and how are they distributed across the site and through the 

stratigraphic levels?

2. Is there evidence for post-depositional sorting of artifacts by weight or by 

artifact surface area ?

3. Are certain artifacts and/or material types represented in specific stratigraphic 

levels and/or specific units?

Thesis Organization

To achieve my research objectives I follow four lines of inquiry. The first is 

more general in nature and consists o f the documentation of the Clark’s Bay lithic 

assemblage while placing it within the broader Ontario context. The second, is to 

investigate the lithic procurement patterns and manufacturing techniques employed
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at the site. The third is to gain some insight into seasonal movements, social 

networks, and perhaps into craft specialization during the Middle and Late Archaic 

periods by studying lithic procurement patterns and manufacturing techniques. 

Finally, assessment o f the degree o f post-depositional disturbance may help to 

strengthen my interpretations and offer some insight on how to assess 

stratigraphically compromised sites.

The chapters presented in this thesis are as follows:

The second chapter, provides a literature review of the current themes and 

models describing the Archaic period in the western and eastern portions o f southern 

Ontario and the Shield culture areas to the north. Environmental conditions during 

these time periods are discussed. The third chapter discusses the principles o f lithic 

analysis, including stage typologies and debitage analysis. It also reviews the 

relevant literature on post-depositional disturbances known to affect the Clark’s Bay 

site and methods used to assess these phenomena. Chapter Four describes the site 

sampling and excavation methods employed at the Clark’s Bay site. Lithic analysis 

and the statistical methods used to summarize and identify patterns in the data are 

described. The methodology selected to assess the degree o f post-depositional 

sorting o f artifacts will also be presented. The fifth chapter presents and summarizes 

the results o f the present research. The sixth chapter contextualizes these results and 

explains how the Clark’s Bay site fits within the Middle and Late Archaic periods of 

northeastern and southcentral Ontario. The final chapter summarizes this study and 

provides recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2 

Middle and Late Archaic Social Organization in Ontario

The Archaic Period has been described as a span of time when people began to 

settle in and become more familiar with local resources for both subsistence and tool 

manufacture (Ellis et al. 1990:66). Interpretations o f the Archaic period in Ontario 

suggest gradual population increase and greater sedentism leading towards increased 

social complexity with the appearance of formal cemeteries (Sassaman 2010:xv). 

However, more recently, researchers have been rethinking this evolutionary 

perspective (Ellis et al. 2009:828). The purpose o f this chapter is to provide a 

description o f the environmental conditions during the Middle, and specifically, the 

Late Archaic period. It is my belief that, although the Clark’s Bay site is situated 

within the southeastern part o f Ontario, interpretations cannot be drawn from this 

area alone. Therefore a brief description and interpretation that contextualizes the 

site within southern Ontario and the Shield area in the north is offered. Furthermore 

the social and political developments during the Late Archaic period will be 

described using information from the archaeological record.

The Clark’s Bay site, located on the north shore of present day Stony Lake, is 

situated in southeastern Ontario and borders on the southern portion o f the Canadian 

Shield. Ontario itself has been divided into three types o f environmental zones, 

which emerged during the Middle Archaic (8,000 to 4,500 B.P.) and later became 

more distinct during the Late Archaic period (Ellis et al 1990:86-97; Wright
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1995:221). These zones can be arbitrarily assigned to southwestern Ontario, 

southeastern Ontario and northern Ontario. Southwestern Ontario is characterized as 

being part o f the Carolinian biotic zone and southeastern Ontario as part of the 

Canadian biotic zone (Ellis et al. 1990:86-97). The Canadian biotic zone, also 

known as the “lake-forest” zone is less suited for agriculture than is the Carolinian 

zone and tends to be cooler with a mixture of southern deciduous trees and northern 

coniferous trees (Teichroeb 2006:10). Northern Ontario encompasses the Canadian 

Shield, a ground surface of bedrock where soils tend to be thin and acidic. This area 

is comprised of a mixture o f boreal forest, lichen woodland and tundra (Wright 

1999:703). The environmental conditions o f the Clark’s Bay site, although located 

on the southern portion o f the Canadian Shield, are reminiscent o f “Lake-Forest” or 

Canadian biotic zone.

The environmental conditions o f Ontario during the Middle and Late Archaic 

underwent great change and it was not until the Late Archaic period (4,500 to 2,800 

B.P.) that Ontario became what we know it to be today. Notably, it was then that 

water levels and the lakes and rivers took on their present day appearance (Ellis et al 

1990:80). During the Middle Archaic period water levels were considerably lower 

than today, which would have added some 30,000 km2 o f inhabitable land (Ellis et 

al. 2009:789). However, during the “Nipissing phase” (5500 to 4500BP) water levels 

rose, and in some areas were higher than modern-day levels inundating or altering 

Middle Archaic sites that may have been on or near lake shores making them 

inaccessible to archaeologists (Ellis et al. 2009:789). This changing landscape and 

water levels may be in part responsible for the paucity o f Early and Middle Archaic
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sites, which have fueled arguments for a population increase during the Late Archaic 

period. However, it is during the Late Archaic that well-defined regional variations 

of settlement and subsistence practices begin to take shape (Ellis et al. 2009:824).

The people who lived in the eastern portion of Ontario during the Middle and 

Late Archaic period have been termed the Laurentian Archaic; these people were 

adapted to the transitional “lake-forest” zone (Ellis et al. 1990:85). Interpretations of 

the Laurentian Archaic are typically drawn from adjacent New York and Quebec 

(Ellis et al. 2009:787-788). The southwestern part o f Ontario has been interpreted 

very differently, with interpretations similar to those of the Midwest (Ellis et al. 

2009:788). The Late Archaic o f southwestern Ontario has been divided temporally 

by projectile point styles, chronologically as the Narrow Point (4,500 to 4,000/3,800 

B.P.), Broad Point (3,800 to 3,500 B.P.) and Small Point (3,500 to 2,800 B.P.) (Ellis 

et al. 1990) which may also hold true for eastern Ontario; however, these temporal 

divisions have seldom been recognized in the archaeological record o f that area. It 

has been assumed in the past that prehistoric populations in southwestern and 

southeastern Ontario had very different procurement strategies, which displayed 

very different archaeological assemblages; although there is little support for this. 

Prehistoric groups in southeastern and southwestern Ontario may o f had similar 

settlement and subsistence practices, and although culturally and perhaps 

ideologically diverse, they may have shared a similar life-way while interacting for 

the purpose o f trade and/or exchange (Jamieson 1999:175-176). The following three 

sections o f this chapter describe southwestern Ontario, southeastern Ontario and the
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Shield cultural areas separately and strictly for organizational purposes. See Figure

2.1 for a map showing the three regions.

Laurentian Archaic 
Eastern OntarioShield Area 

Northern Ontario

Southwestern 
and South 
central Ontario

Figure 2.1. Map o f Ontario showing the arbitrary geographical regions.

Southwestern Ontario

In southwestern Ontario, there is a greater frequency of single component sites, 

but some o f these sites show extended or prolonged periods of occupation (Ellis and 

Spence 1998:135). Contrary to southeastern Ontario sites, those in southwestern 

Ontario tend to show fewer phases o f occupations making it easier to identify single 

components as well as specific habitation or occupation areas. Because these 

discrete areas are visible, archaeologists are able to isolate the specific lithic 

procurement and production strategies which in turn can be attributed to specific 

spatial and temporal periods (Ellis and Spence 1998:124; Fisher 1997). Therefore, it
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is possible to view what tool stone was procured and what types o f tools were 

manufactured at a specific time and place. Detailed analyses of the quantitative and 

qualitative attributes of lithic debitage combined with tool stone quantities has 

provided a great deal of information about specific procurement strategies 

(Kooyman 2000:68; Fisher 1997:95; Teichroeb 2007).

For example, Jacqueline Fisher (1997:95), who examined the Adder Orchard 

site, was able to determine two distinct activity areas which represented different 

stages o f biface production, and different uses of raw material. The lithic material 

present at Adder Orchard was dominated by Kettle Point chert followed by 

Onondaga chert and greywacke (Fisher 1997:18). The lithic analysis determined that 

all stages o f tool production are represented by Kettle Point chert, whereas 

Onondaga chert was only represented as finished tools or coincided with the final 

stages of tool production (Fisher 1997:25). In contrast, greywacke was typically only 

represented in the early stages o f biface production or as pre-forms (Fisher 1997:25). 

Therefore, these three types o f tool stone appear to have all been procured at 

different times and were represented differently throughout the site. Fisher (1997:96) 

concluded that because the tools fashioned from Onondaga chert were brought to the 

site as finished or nearly finished products, this tool stone either was procured at a 

settlement which was closer to the Onondaga source or that the stone was traded in a 

finished form. In contrast, because Kettle Point chert was represented in all the 

stages o f lithic production. Fisher (1997:96) concluded that this tool stone was being 

directly procured during the entire habitation period of the Adder Orchard site.
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It has also been suggested by Ellis and Spence (1998:138) that the lithic 

debitage and high frequency o f Kettle Point chert at this site represents a stock piling 

behavior. The inhabitants, while close to good quality tool stone, were producing 

bifaces o f  varying stages of completion as a security measure so that they would not 

run short of workable good quality tool stone in the future or .between seasonal 

rounds (Ellis and Spence 1998:138). This interpretation can further be expanded to 

include the argument that Kettle Point chert and bifaces o f this material were being 

produced for anticipated future trade. Ellis, Timmins and Martelle (2009) have 

described similar correlations between artifact types and raw material distributions, 

where one material type was represented in higher frequencies o f projectile points; 

whereas, expedient tools and their flaking debris was made from a different material

type-

Similar observations qualify the use o f greywacke, a metasediment, in 

southwestern Ontario. Greywacke exhibits unpredictable flaking behavior in that it 

tends to flake well in only one direction along bedding plains and therefore tends to 

be difficult to work. Consequently, few finished bifacial products are produced. At 

the Adder Orchard site this tool stone was represented by crude early stage performs, 

as well as three finished projectile points (Fisher 1997:23). It may be suggested that 

the preforms were used as informal tools and may have served a variety o f basic 

tasks as opposed to formal, special function tools, such as projectile points 

(Andrefsky 1994:21). In this respect greywacke may have been procured for this 

informal purpose and as a precaution in anticipation of seasonal movements during 

which tool stone was scarce (Andrefsky 1994:31). Possibly, it would have been used
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so that the good quality tool stone would be spared and fashioned into more formal 

tools as opposed to using it up for simple tasks for which informal tools would 

suffice. Although greywacke is difficult to work, it does occur in large flaw-free 

blocks as glacial deposits and may be used to fashion large bifaces or points where 

large flaw-free cherts are scarce (Fisher 1997:23).

Ellis and Spence (1998:135) have examined five different archaeological sites 

within southwestern Ontario, all attributed to the Small Point Archaic. They have 

concluded that the resource procurement strategy favored by these groups was a 

“direct embedded procurement strategy.” This concept was established by Lewis 

Binford who suggested that “raw materials can be acquired as a consequence o f the 

normal functioning of the system and with no extra effort expended in their 

procurement” (as cited in Marrow and Jefferies 1989:33). In other words, it is 

assumed that hunter-gatherers casually obtaining raw materials within their seasonal 

rounds and no extra or specific effort was put forth to acquire specific raw materials. 

This may be true for some hunter-gatherer societies; however, by no means is this 

true for all groups. Ellis and Spence (1998:135) have therefore modified the model 

to include a “casual” and a “direct” embedded procurement. They suggest that 

Binford’s model represents a “casual embedded procurement” strategy whereas the 

procurement model favored by the Small Point Archaic groups in southwestern 

Ontario was a “direct embedded procurement” strategy. This means that although a 

particular group settled close to a raw material source, there were still specific 

planned task groups, including going to and from raw material sources to procure 

particular tool stones (Ellis and Spence 1998:135). In other words, the groups were
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not casually collecting the tool stone while simply in the area for other reasons. This 

model may explain the presence o f some tool stone varieties within an 

archaeological assemblage. However, it cannot explain all of the diversity present in 

most assemblages, as in some cases, it would have been impossible, or at least 

highly unlikely, to directly procure tool stone from far reaching areas in one yearly 

round. This is especially true for archaeological sites in southeastern Ontario where 

most tool stone sources are at some distance from one another. Finally, this 

explanation does little to support any ideas o f trade or exchange nor does it 

acknowledge any possible past social realities like group territories. That is, it tends 

not to deal with raw material as reflecting activities o f past living people who had 

social and political organization that carried with it a variety of beliefs, ideologies 

and social obligations.

The culture-historical approach has dominated most o f the thinking in 

archaeology in Ontario for quite some time. Generally speaking, this approach is 

preoccupied with tracing and categorizing cultures, which creates a view o f a 

homogenous culture that has not changed through time, and is bounded within its 

area o f origin. In an attempt to achieve such goals, this approach developed 

extensive trait lists in hopes to show some continuity through time and space. 

However, by doing so, archaeologists have become more separated from the actual 

cultures they were trying to identify, by creating “scientifically objective trait lists 

which reflected the continuing alienation between archaeologists and the peoples 

whose history they studied” (Trigger 2003:206). As a result, prehistoric cultures 

have been reduced to archaeological cultures, and in reality these archaeological
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cultures may have had very little to do with the actual, once living culture. Real 

people and their life ways have been reduced to lists o f artifacts. It may be argued 

that archaeology is the study of artifacts and yes it is; however, it must be realized 

that the artifacts which archaeologists study are meaningful and are not simply 

technological adaptation. Over and over again, artifacts have been viewed as static 

technological markers which lacked all forms of decision making on behalf o f their 

makers, including stylistic or individual variation.

When technological variation and change was inevitably witnessed, it was 

explained by external forces o f migration and diffusion both temporally and spatially 

(Trigger 2003:206), perpetuating this lack o f humanistic decision making. In 

essence, this thinking resulted in the development o f extensive archaeological 

classification systems, which described artifacts, hence supporting Hawks’ assertion 

that archaeologists can only address the lower levels o f any given culture, including 

technology and economics (Trigger 2003:266). It was assumed that the more 

complex aspects o f a culture such as socio-political organizations, religious beliefs 

or ideology, were unattainable using the archaeological record alone (Trigger 

2003:266). This may be true if  viewed from a culture historical perspective.

Due to a growing dissatisfaction with the classificatory nature o f the culture- 

historic approach archaeologists have applied a direct historic approach as a means 

to explain culture. At its inception, this approach gave archaeologists the means to 

explain certain patterns within the archaeological record by using information from 

known historic cultures (Trigger 2003:172). The idea o f using a historically known 

and documented culture to infer social interactions about prehistoric cultures has
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some merit; although, there are limitations. The farther back in time one pushes this 

approach the less valid it becomes. Also the farther the geographic distance the less 

valid the analogy will be. For example, by using hunter-gatherer societies from other 

countries with very different life-ways and environments, the less likely the analogy 

will offer positive correlations for appropriate inferences o f the prehistoric 

population under question.

Another factor pertaining to the direct historical approach is the over use of the 

concepts o f migration and diffusion (Trigger 2003:206). Resulting from this 

approach, archaeological cultures tended to blend together creating a false 

impression that supported homogeneity. In many cases when variation could not be 

ignored it was most often explained by large scale diffusion or migration. Migration 

has been used to account for exotic unexplained variation in the archaeological 

record (Trigger 2003:206), typically variation between regions or environmental 

zones. Such phenomena have been explained by inferring foreign population 

intrusion, major migrations, and also by conquest theory, which again would involve 

large scale migrations displacing the original inhabitants from their original place 

(Wright 1995). In many cases, large scale migrations, including conquest, have been 

very rare in historic times (Bishop and Smith 1975:61; Jamieson 1999:176). This in 

turn perpetuates the idea that native people were incapable of choice or change from 

within their societies.

The other side to this argument is the idea o f diffusion. Diffusion can be a 

positive interpretive tool for archaeological interpretation if  applied appropriately. 

Unfortunately in many cases in the past diffusion has been used to explain wide
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spread continuity o f material culture, including technological, and more recently 

ideological innovations (Trigger 2003:267). Perhaps the most disturbing use o f this 

interpretive model is that, diffusion is seen as passive acceptance of a new idea or 

technology. The acts o f diffusion are far from passive; they are very active and 

involve a great deal of decision making on behalf o f the individuals involved. When 

employing a diffusion model one must ask the questions o f why this tool over that 

tool; or why that raw material versus another and similarly for iconography why 

were some representations adopted over others and what meanings did they carry for 

the adopting population? Therefore, if  diffusion is seen as the passive adoption o f 

ideas and/or technologies and is driven by external forces, it then, has little to offer. 

However, if  diffusion is seen as operating from internal forces involving various 

levels of decision making, it can provide a powerful means to explore the social 

aspects o f a particular culture. The use o f these approaches in archaeology has 

provided archaeologists with a good starting point with their extensive classification 

systems and means o f interpreting the technological aspects of an archaeological 

culture; however, it is time to move beyond these methods (Latta 1999:23). These 

methods concentrate on interpreting the archaeological record by way of external 

forces, further perpetuating the gap between the archaeological record and the social 

prehistoric cultures that produced it (Trigger 2003:266).

The Late Archaic period in southern Ontario, witnessed an increase in social 

complexity, more than what the majority o f the past literature describes and this 

complexity is visible within the archaeological record if  one views ethnogenesis and 

agency as seen through trade/exchange o f material culture and social/political
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processes as embedded within culture (Jamieson 1999:181-182; Oka and Kusimba 

2009:367).

Southeastern Ontario

Southeastern Ontario has many similarities and differences when compared to 

southwestern Ontario and a discourse exists within the interpretation o f the 

archaeological record in this region (Blair 2007:1). Many o f the sites in southeastern 

Ontario contain a multitude of artifact types and variations o f each type. 

Furthermore, there is usually a high frequency of different tool stone, including 

many exotic materials. Most o f these sites are located on the edge of the Canadian 

Shield (Wright 1995:262). The archaeological material is typically re-deposited and 

tends to be severely mixed with other occupations, making it difficult to isolate 

specific time periods (Wright 1995:218). Due to this fact, isolating specific activity 

and occupational areas is difficult. Because the artifacts and the lithic debitage is 

mixed containing the remains o f many seasonal visits over thousands o f years 

(Wright 1995:218), archaeologists have seldom conducted specific studies of lithic 

debitage. Nonetheless, these studies need to be undertaken to help fill the gap 

between procurement strategies and lithic production.

O f considerable debate is the term used to characterize Archaic cultures in 

Southeastern Ontario in Quebec and in New York State. The term Laurentian 

Archaic has been applied to archaeological sites in Southeastern Ontario which 

display a set o f diagnostic artifacts, notably ground and polished stone as well as 

broad-bladed chipped stone points (Ellis et al 1990:85; Ritchie 1965:79); however, 

the use o f these diagnostic artifacts as indicative o f the Laurentian Archaic is not
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agreed upon. For example, Wright (1995) groups the Archaic cultures o f 

southeastern Ontario differently primarily based on shared subsistence strategies and 

environmental similarities. This is elaborated upon below.

The Laurentian Archaic, as viewed today, is considered to be an interaction 

sphere (Chapdelaine and Clermont 2006:203; Burke 2006:425). This zone of 

interaction included many individual Archaic groups who shared similarities such as 

environment, subsistence, and social organization; however, this is not to say that 

these groups were one homogenous culture. Mason (1981:160) has described this 

development as “unity within diversity” .

Classic Laurentian assemblages, as first defined by Ritchie in New York State, 

consist of diagnostic traits, “occurring in considerable morphological variety, 

comprise the gouge, adze, plummet, ground slate points and knives, including the 

semi-lunar ulu form, which occurs also in chipped stone; simple forms o f the 

bannerstone; a variety o f  chipped-stone projectile points, mainly broad-bladed and 

side-notched forms, and the barbed bone point” (Funk 1988:9). Funk (1988:9-10), 

who supports Ritchie’s view, suggests that the Laurentian Archaic sites are 

concentrated in New York State and extend up the Saint Lawrence Valley and Trent 

Severn system in southeastern Ontario and western Quebec. Jim Wright (1995), on 

the other hand, sees the Laurentian Archaic as a homogeneous culture throughout all 

of southern Ontario which he terms the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence culture. Wright’s 

(1995:218) definition o f this cultural area is based on the chipped stone inventory 

and, unlike his earlier 1962 article, excludes the many ground stone implements 

included in Ritchie’s definition. Wright (1995:220) explains that the various narrow,
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broad and small point styles in southwestern Ontario result from technological 

diffusion or population intrusion. Wright sees southern Ontario and the Archaic 

Period in general as one homogenous group from which later cultures developed, 

creating regionally bounded entities.

There is strong evidence to support that southwestern and southeastern Ontario 

did represent different regional developments during the Late Archaic period. 

Although these regions may have been different, there is also biological and 

artifactual evidence o f major interaction. Narrow, Broad and Small points are found 

throughout Ontario. However, they have a much wider distribution including all of 

North America and may represent pan-regional Archaic technological adaptations 

(Justice 1987). That being said, it is very important to also recognize both the 

similarities and differences within and between archaeological cultures. By doing so, 

it may be possible to decipher the social agents that operate within and between 

culture groups.

Both Ritchie’s and Wright’s interpretations o f southeastern Ontario have merit. 

In contrast to Wright, Ritchie identifies the Laurentian Archaic with a set o f ground 

stone artifacts that may in fact be part o f a larger interaction sphere where people 

were sharing ideas and technologies as well as social and ideological information. 

This is evident by the presence of native copper, Onondaga or exotic cherts and 

polished or ground stone artifacts resembling artifact styles from the Maritime 

provinces, which are present in varying quantities on sites in Southeastern Ontario 

and Quebec (Chapdelaine and Clermont 2006:205; Byers 1999:284; Jamieson 

1999:182). On the other hand, Wright ignores Ritchie’s “diagnostic ground stone
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implements” and bases his interpretations on the chipped stone inventory and 

favours models of wide-scale diffusion and migration (Wright 1995 :218), which 

undermines concepts of small scale social and familial interaction and exchange as 

agents o f change.

The Laurentian Archaic concept as it is used in this thesis refers to an area, 

southeastern Ontario, where Archaic groups participated in inter/intra-regional 

exchange networks that involved the exchange/trade o f exotic goods and services 

such as exotic tool stone, native copper and ground/polished artifacts, all o f which 

may have been part o f a larger social network in which ideological and cosmological 

beliefs were shared. Furthermore, there is evidence to support Wright’s 

interpretation that all of southern Ontario shares some commonalities o f artifact 

styles, for example, the Narrow point, Broad point and Small point. However, the 

cultural grouping that Wright assigns to southern Ontario are primarily based on and 

reflect technological adaptations that may be pan-regional signaling a change in 

subsistence strategies. Nonetheless, due to the poor preservation and mixing of 

artifacts characteristic o f southeastern Ontario sites, determining what specific 

artifacts and artifact styles pertain to technological adaptations and/or styles that 

have been accepted or rejected based on social and/or ideological interactions is 

difficult.

Although Laurentian sites are intermixed and multi-component, archaeologists 

have been able to recognize and distinguish a general distribution (Ramsden 

1998:141). In southern Ontario these sites tend to be located all along the major 

water-ways o f the Trent and St-Lawrence Valley, and up to Balsam Lake, in both the
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Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton areas o f Ontario (Ramsden 1998:141). The 

archaeological sites located in these areas have produced the typical ground stone 

implements characteristic o f Ritchie’s definition. Ramsden (1998:140) has identified 

two dense concentration areas o f Laurentian sites; one along the North shore of 

Balsam Lake; and another along the North shore of Rice Lake. Some o f the sites 

within these areas have been identified as small camps or find spots while others are 

large productive camps which might suggest warm or cold weather aggregations 

(Ramsden 1998:142).

Generally it has been assumed that groups dispersed during the cold months 

and aggregated during warm or summer months. However, some o f the ethnographic 

literature suggests that people congregated during the summer months in one area 

then dispersed in late fall where they travelled to a known winter hunting camp and 

met with other groups, for the winter (Jarvenpa and Brumbach 1988:611). These two 

congregation camps are not equivalent in size or purpose. It has been documented 

ethnographically that the summer aggregations were much larger and involved very 

distant groups, possibly from different regions. The possible purpose o f these 

congregations were to unite people from far and wide in order to trade, socialize, 

marry and join other kin groups, who had been separated for most of the year 

(Brumbach and Jarvanpa 1988:601; Tache 2008:80). The winter congregations were 

very different; they were small extended family groups, who met together during the 

winter months to hunt in a familiar territory (Brumbach and Jarvenpa 1988:602). It 

has also been suggested that these territories and social groupings were not fixed but 

were fluid and could change from year to year, both in social organization and
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territory (Rogers 1969:46). These winter hunting settlements have been described as 

“not particularly stable in composition. Over its life-span a family typically joined 

several or more communities in succession as it shifted its hunting range, forged new 

partnerships, or sought refuge from interpersonal and interfamilial tensions of 

conflicts” (Brumbach and Jarvenpa 1988:606) This type of social structure may have 

characterized the Late Archaic period as well, at least within southeastern Ontario, 

and it might explain some of the great diversity expressed in the Laurentian Archaic 

lithic tool kits. This may also be true of southwestern Ontario; however, there the 

archaeological assemblages are not quite as diverse as in the east and may represent 

a more restrictive settlement or social organization during the Late Archaic period.

It becomes quite clear that due to such a fluid social structure, including fission 

and fusion events (small scale migration), that ideas, technologies, and ideologies 

would have been able to cross regions or territories (Jamieson 1999:187). Not only 

were groups congregating and dispersing, they were probably congregating in the 

winter and summer with different groups, which would have accelerated the process 

o f diffusion. Once a particular technology or ideology was accepted, or more 

appropriately selected by one group, it may have transmitted very quickly because of 

the kin-based relations.

As a result of this extensive interconnectedness, procurement strategies may 

have been very different within Laurentian Archaic assemblages. It has been 

suggested that these evidence a greater reliance on lesser quality tool stone which 

results in the manufacture o f crude, apparently less skillfully produced tools (Wright 

1995:219; Teichroeb 2007:5). This may be the result from using more metasediment
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type rock as apposed to fine grained cherts (Teichroeb 2007:9); however, in many 

Laurentian Archaic assemblages, there is also a great diversity in good, usually 

exotic, tool stone. This is not surprising, if one accepts the fluid interconnected 

social structure mentioned above.

Because there is such a broad distribution o f Laurentian artifacts, it becomes 

quite clear that the groups involved could have traded materials and transmitted 

ideas to and from great distances. The appearance o f formal cemeteries is an 

expression of these transmitted ideas, resulting in an intra-regional burial practice, 

which became more elaborate through time (Jamieson 1999:187). People can relate 

to the idea of trading material objects; however, seldom is the realization that with 

the trade o f material objects comes new or different ideas, some which may be 

adopted into a new culture and some which may not have been adopted (Jamieson 

1992:71; Jamieson 1999:175-178). Archaeologically, it is possible to see which 

materials and ideas are adopted; however, it is not always apparent why some things 

were adopted and others not. This is where the study of ideology and iconography 

become very important, but is rarely included within archaeological interpretations. 

Shield Archaic

Archaeological groups included in the large northern part o f Ontario inhabit 

the environmental zone known as the Canadian Shield. For this reason, these groups 

are often attributed to a Shield culture. The Shield culture, as described by Wright 

(1995), is a homogeneous culture adapted to living on the Canadian Shield area and 

shared a similar subsistence pattern o f fishing and hunting large game such as
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caribou, deer and elk (Wright 1995:267). In addition, the Shield culture also shares 

similar burial practices with the past inhabitants of Southern Ontario.

Wright (1995) has subdivided the Shield Culture into four subdivisions: Early 

(10,000 to 6,000 B.P.), Middle (6,000 to 3,000 B.P.), Late Western Shield or Laurel 

(3,000 to 1,500 B.P.) and Late Eastern Shield (3,000 to 1,500 B.P). O f interest to 

this paper and dating to the Late Archaic period is the Middle Shield culture 

(approximately 6,000 to 3,000 B.P.) and perhaps more specifically the later end of 

the Middle Shield dated to roughly 4,000 to 3,000 B.P. (Wright 1995:263). Wright’s 

(1995:265) definition states that the Shield culture was “a distinctive culture adapted 

to the Canadian Shield that was clearly different from neighboring cultures” . This 

definition, as Wright (1995) suggests, is based on settlement patterns, subsistence, 

cosmology and to a lesser degree on stone tool technology. Much of the Shield 

Archaic tool assemblage is similar in many ways to late Paleo-Indian stone tools. 

However, they appear to be more crudely manufactured (Wright 1995:266). This 

crude appearance may simply be the result o f the actual type of tool stone used. Tool 

stone procured by Shield people consisted o f siliceous rocks such as quartzite, slate 

and rhyolite (Wright 1995:266). The stone tool assemblage consists o f abundant 

preforms, bifacial trimming flakes, flaked knives, broad-bladed, notched and 

stemmed points as well as large heavy duty end scrapers and side scrapers (Wright 

1971:1). Also Wright’s (1995) emphasized the presence o f large amounts o f native 

copper in the assemblages. Many o f the tools fashioned out of native copper have 

similar counterparts in ground stone typical o f the Laurentian Archaic in eastern 

Ontario (Byers 1999:284).
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Wright’s description of the Shield Archaic implies a considerable amount of 

homogeneity within the culture and between archaeological sites, although this has 

long been disputed by other researchers (e.g., Noble 1982; Pokotylo 1982). Pokotylo 

(1982) conducted a multivariate analysis examining assemblage variability o f eleven 

Shield Archaic sites from across Canada. Through this analysis he determined that 

there was considerable heterogeneity between archaeological sites and assemblages 

(Pokotylo: 1982:220-221). By using artifact frequencies he identified two types of 

sites: one being short-term habitation or “maintenance sites” and “quarrying- 

workshop” sites (Pokotylo 1982:221).

Wright (1995:268) pointed out that many burials include red ocher and grave 

offerings which have similar counterparts in Southern Ontario and may be identified 

as part o f the Glacial Kame complex of the terminal Archaic period (Ellis et al 

1990:115). There are also similar overlaps in tool forms, specifically the ulu. On 

Laurentian sites the ulu tends to be manufactured out of ground stone whereas on 

Shield sites, the ulu is manufactured o f chipped stone and, as one gets closer to the 

native copper sources around Lake Superior, they are manufactured out o f native 

copper (Byers 1999:285). It appears that this represents geographical continuity; 

however, it is more likely a common adopted tool technology. Perhaps the Shield 

Archaic displays just as much continuity as seen in other cultures in Ontario as it 

does internally. For example, native copper artifacts have been recovered from 

several archaeological sites throughout Ontario, specifically at Allumette,

Morrison’s Islands and at the McIntyre and West Burley Bay (Chapdelaine and 

Clermont 2006:197; Ellis et al 2009:811; Techroeb 2007). This may be suggestive of
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a particular trade good supporting the idea o f social interaction incorporating 

northern Ontario (Kapches 1994, as referenced in Jamieson 1999:181-182). 

Summary

In essence, there are many similarities and differences within the 

archaeological record o f Ontario. Although Ontario is diverse environmentally 

consisting o f three different biotic zones, it is important to note that the people who 

inhabited these different areas were not bounded cultural entities. At the same time 

all o f Ontario cannot be considered to have been inhabited by one homogeneous 

culture at any one point in time. The boundaries separating vast geographical areas 

and environmental zones were probably much more fluid and permeable than 

archaeologists have previously tended to assume. The exchange of material culture, 

specifically tool stone varieties, has been at times recognized; however, rarely has 

the idea o f knowledge sharing been accepted as part of interaction. Although past 

cultures during the Middle and Late Archaic period may have been very diverse 

culturally, there are many similarities within Ontario and with neighboring areas 

such as Quebec and New York State.
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Chapter 3 

Approaches to Lithic Studies and Site Formation Processes

Lithic analysis or the study of stone tools has been and is still a fundamental 

part of archaeology. This is due to the fact that in many cases, stone artifacts, 

whether they are tools or debris from manufacture, are the sole artifact remaining on 

many archaeological sites. This is especially true o f pre-Woodland archaeological 

sites located in southeastern Ontario and on the Canadian Shield. There the soils are 

acidic, which tends to accelerate the decomposition of buried organic material 

(Wright 1995:71). Therefore, while dealing with archaeological sites with 

considerable time depth in this area, only stone artifacts have survived in many 

contexts. This holds true for the Clark’s Bay site. This chapter describes three 

aspects o f lithic analysis as they are relevant to this research; tool manufacture; 

biface production; and debitage analysis. The final section o f this chapter describes 

methods for dealing with site formation processes and the effects o f pedoturbation 

on stone tool assemblages.

A tool is described as “all those chipped stone objective pieces that show signs 

of modification by intentionally altering their form and those detached pieces that 

show signs o f modification as a result o f use” (Andrefsky 2005:143). With this 

definition the classification o f a tool can range from a simple utilized flake to a 

highly shaped projectile point. Tool manufacturing tends to follow a continuum of 

raw material acquisition, working or shaping the objective piece and either discard,
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loss or re-sharpening, all o f which are equally important and can render a great deal 

of information about the past inhabitants o f a site.

Sourcing o f raw material has always been an important goal o f archaeological 

research as it provides a great deal o f information about seasonal travel routes or 

settlement patterns and trade and/or exchange interactions (Kooyman 2000:43). It 

also offers insight into the decision making process o f past populations as it is 

evident within the archaeological record that some materials were favored over 

others for different tool types. Raw materials can be sourced in a variety of ways 

including chemical, microscopic and macroscopic means (Kooyman 2000:40-42). 

Chemical and some forms of microscopic sourcing require that the artifact be, in 

most cases, destroyed to perform the analysis. Therefore these techniques were not 

applied in this research. O f particular interest here is the use o f macroscopic 

sourcing.

For the Southern Ontario area, Eley and von Bitter (1989) have developed a 

reference manual for identifying cherts. This manual includes macroscopic, 

microscopic and microfossil descriptions for each chert formation. Macroscopic 

comparison is based on colour, texture, patination, luster and the presence o f fossils 

or inclusions and their fracture capabilities, whether they be conchoidal, splintering 

or fracture along bedding planes (Eley and von Bitter 1989). Many o f these 

characteristics can be identified with the use o f a hand lens. Chert sources 

throughout Ontario have more precise names which reference specific members o f 

large chert formations (Fox 2009) (for a thorough discussion of precise chert 

formations in Ontario see Fox 2009:353-369). However, using these precise names
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can be problematic because they are not standardized. Therefore throughout this 

thesis only formal geological nomenclature (Eley and von Bitter 1989) will be 

referenced. Hand reference samples of raw tool stone collected by Dr. Susan 

Jamieson from known locations throughout Ontario were used for comparative 

purposes to also identify raw tool stone types. Once an artifact’s material is 

identified a number of interpretations can be drawn. By looking at the material 

source the quantity of that source and type o f artifacts manufactured from it; 

settlement trajectories, seasonal movements, and interaction episodes may be 

isolated. It is assumed that as one gets farther away from a tool stone source there 

should be less o f it present in the assemblage and that this source should be 

represented by finished or broken tools (Janusas 1983:120-121). Conversely the 

closer one is to a tool stone source the more it should be represented in the 

assemblage, typically by broken or aborted unfinished tools, cores and flaking debris 

(Janusas 1983:121; Kooyman 2000:67-68).

Tool Analysis

The types o f tools recovered from an archaeological site also help to indicate 

what type o f site is being excavated, whether a congregation site, a short term 

habitation site, a special purpose site (as in a kill or butchering camp) or a lithic 

production or quarry site. This quantitative analysis typically involves counting and 

documenting the occurrence o f tool forms present within the assemblage (Kooyman 

2000:91-92). Tool “type”, “form” or “function” and “style” has been an ongoing 

debate between lithic analysts, a debate that has considerable time depth within the 

discipline and one which significantly influences interpretations. Tool/artifact
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“type” or “form” are terms used interchangeably here and are categorized on the 

basis o f function or use (style will be discussed further below). Artifact form, as it 

applies to this research, implies a specific function or purpose.

The function or use of an artifact has been established by other researchers and 

generally is based on ethnographic and experimental evidence (Dunnell 1978:200; 

Kooyman 2000:92; Meltzer 1981:314). Here a variety o f tools are grouped together 

based on their inferred function or use as hide or wood working, food preparation, 

hunting and butchering tools. Tool function is based on inferred use or action 

(Andrefsky 2005:195). In this sense the action may be scraping, piercing, chopping, 

drilling and so on (Andrefsky 2005:195). In more recent years tool function or use 

has been supported by experimentation research as well as macro and micro-usewear 

patterns and residue analysis which analyze striation patterns, polishes and micro- 

chipping (Andrefsky 2005:295; Meltzer 2981:314). This can then help to determine 

what types of materials were being worked and therefore assign a specific function. 

Function has been described as “those elements that directly affect the Darwinian 

fitness of the populations in which they occur” (Meltzer 1981:314). Furthermore, the 

form and/or function o f similar artifacts may be both homologous and analogous due 

to similar environmental and/or subsistence strategies (Meltzer 1981:314). The 

function or purpose o f an artifact may also be arbitrary, imposed by the analyst, 

meaning that the actual function o f a particular tool may have been quite different in 

the past than that suggested by its shape. For the purpose o f this research, usewear 

patterns were not assessed; however, tool forms and artifact types are categorized by 

their inferred task or function. This also holds true for lithic production trajectories
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and the debate between what is a finished versus an unfinished artifact (discussed 

later in this chapter).

The classification o f a particular “style” is necessary but it, too, is imposed by 

the analyst, although it can discover repeat patterns that may have had some past 

reality. Nonetheless, most archaeologists would argue that style is correlated with 

chronology and/or cultural groupings as well as markers for interaction (Dunnell 

1978:200; Kooyman 2000:92; Meltzer 1981:314), there is considerable 

disagreement as to the meaning of style and as to how one views and/or interprets 

stylistic variation within the archaeological record. Dunnell (1978:200) views style 

as simply “useful tools for chronology and defining spatial interaction” whereas 

function is explained as an evolutionary process. Although this may be true, this 

interpretation does little in the way of recognizing any aspects of past human 

agency. An important factor pertaining to artifact style is its use in everyday life and 

in day to day individual interaction which involves self-expression and personal 

identification (Byers 1999:284). Furthermore, artifact style can also be viewed as 

iconographic symbols capable o f communicating a variety of messages which may 

foster inter-regional relationships (Jamieson 1999:177) and which may help solidify 

trade and/or exchange networks over long distances. From a “Dunnellian” 

perspective style is seen as something that is separate or grafted onto the functional 

properties of an artifact (Hurt and Rakita 2001:193). However, style and function, as 

applied here, are inseparable meaning that an artifact can be both functional and 

stylistic or express both functional and stylistic attributes.
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At this point I have argued that artifact form/type is categorized on the basis of 

its function and/or use. This suggests that the form or shape o f an artifact serves 

evolutionary or survival of the fittest purposes; however it can be argued that style 

also serves a survival purpose as well. It has been postulated previously that group 

interaction is an integral part of social and political organization. This helps to 

maintain and reinforce inter and intra-group relationships which include obligations, 

gift-giving, marital exchange and alliances (Jamieson 1999:176). All of this hinges 

upon material culture, albeit material artifacts that are stylistically significant 

reinforcing a shared spiritual or ideological belief system. In this sense artifact style 

is functional as it serves a specific function within and between cultural groups that 

helps to communicate, facilitate and maintain social interaction which could be 

argued is integral to the survival o f the group or culture. In this light, artifact 

form/type and style is both homologous and analogous, meaning that they both have 

functional properties but serve very different but equality important purposes for the 

survival o f a cultural group.

However, for the purpose o f this research artifact type/form is used to infer a 

specific function or action; and to do so tool type/form or morphology is combined 

with macro-wear evidence and technological attributes. Artifact style here is used as 

chronological markers and to identify possible episodes or lines o f interaction. Styles 

o f artifacts are compared to previously established typologies for the Great Lakes 

and Shield culture areas and in the absence o f datable organic material have been 

used to date the Clark’s Bay assemblage.
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As previously mentioned, tool classification based on inferred function can 

provide a great deal o f information about a particular site. Hide and bone working 

tools such as scrapers, awls, drills, abraders, wedges as well as tool manufacturing 

debris may be indicative o f a habitation site (Kooyman 2000:106; Pokolyto 

1982:221). Sites without hide and bone working tools but having projectile points, 

knives and heavy butchering tools may be indicative of a kill site or butchering area. 

Thus, by combining function and style it is possible not only to date the site but also 

to determine its function.

Debitage analysis

Debitage analysis or the study o f tool manufacturing debris is also an 

important avenue of research in archaeology. There are several methods to analyze 

tool manufacturing debris o f interest here and perhaps most common is a 

technologically based stage typology approach or “chaine operatoire” . Stage 

typologies analyze flaking debris and assign them to a reduction stage. Typically, 

they classify an artifact into one category along a continuum from a core or a blank 

(see Appendix A for definitions) to a finished artifact. However, it is important to 

note that at any time along this continuum an artifact can be used for a task. 

Artifacts, specifically flakes are placed in one of three broad categories: primary, 

secondary or finishing (defined in Appendix A). Each category typically has one or 

two subcategories identifying a more specialized flake type which is usually based 

on the presence or absence o f certain technological attributes. The use o f stage 

typologies can reveal a great deal o f information about tool manufacturing 

techniques and when used in conjunction with raw material types it can provide
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insight into seasonal travel routes, and trade/exchange interactions (Kooyman 

2000:67-68). Stage typologies are also applied to bifacially worked artifacts.

Biface analysis

Similar to flake reduction trajectories, bifaces are placed in categories based on 

their degree of completion, which typically begins with a core or a blank and ends 

with an artifact which is shaped, thinned and sometimes displays hafting attributes 

or elements (Andrefsky 2005:180). The number o f stages and the level o f 

completeness within each stage is a source o f debate. For example Callahan 

(1979:10-11) and Whittaker (1994:185-187) both identify five stages. However, 

Whittaker (1994) adds a stage “0” for the blank and Callahan (1979) considers stage 

1 to be the blank. Similarly, Whittaker (1994) views the finished stage 5 as a biface 

with hafting elements whereas Callahan (1979) does not use hafting elements as a 

distinguishing characteristic for a finished stage “5” biface (Andrefsky 2005:188). 

Jacqueline Fisher (1997:29), on the other hand, identifies four stages with the fourth 

stage being finished. However, she declares that some finished artifacts appear to be 

more finely crafted then others which she correlates with material quality. 

Unfortunately, at this point there is no consensus regarding definitive attribute 

characteristics or number o f stages at which an artifact can be placed. Therefore, it is 

imperative that one outlines within their study the specific attribute states and 

number of stages, and the distinguishing characteristics between each stage. Chapter 

Four o f this thesis is devoted to this task.

Although useful as a heuristic device, stage typologies, whether flake or biface, 

are problematic and some archaeologists suggest that their use, which is in most
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cases based on the presence or absence of attributes or attribute states, is subjective 

and prone to error (Sullivan and Rozen 1985:755; Rozen and Sullivan 1989). 

Furthermore, analyzing large quantities o f artifacts as to their inferred technological 

stage can be time consuming and rather daunting. Consequently, Sullivan and Rozen 

(1985; Rozen and Sullivan 1989) propose an alternative to the stage typology for 

debitage analysis. This approach allows one to categorize large quantities o f flaking 

debris relatively quickly as it primarily places flakes or debris within one of five 

categories based on flake completeness. Although simplistic and rather easy to use, 

this method has been under some scrutiny as researchers have demonstrated 

inconsistencies with its use (Odell 2004:124). In addition, the technique does not 

provide the same sorts o f detailed technological information that a stage analysis 

affords.

Core analysis

Another aspect o f debitage analysis is the classification of cores (see Appendix 

A for definition). Cores are typically classified into groups based on their shape, but 

more importantly, by the direction o f applied force (Andrefsky 2005:14). Again 

there is a wide variety o f core types and subtypes within each group. O f interest to 

this research are four core types: unidirectional, multidirectional or amorphous, 

bipolar and exhausted. The presence or absence o f cores in conjunction with 

material type can reveal a great deal of information about settlement patterns, 

trade/exchange networks and tool manufacturing techniques. The occurrence of 

cores in an assemblage can indicate that a particular quarry source was recently 

accessed or if cores of a different source occur in lower numbers or are absent in the
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assemblage, then material was being brought into the site in a more reduced form or 

from trade/exchange relations (Kooyman 2000:68). Recently quarried material may 

be represented by large flakes and cores; alternatively farther sources that were 

visited earlier throughout the year may be represented by only finished artifacts, 

small pieces of flaking debris and by exhausted cores (Ellis and Spence 1998:135). 

Furthermore, the lack o f cores from an exotic source and the presence o f finished 

and/or broken bifaces from this source may be indicative o f trade/exchange and may 

further indicate the trade of an item that has spiritual or ideological importance (Ellis 

and Spence 1998:133).

Unidirectional and multidirectional cores are an invaluable source o f tool stone 

for prehistoric populations. Core reduction provides a source of material from which 

people can manufacture a wide range o f tool types; conversely cores themselves can 

also be manufactured into specific tool types which indicates two types of tool 

manufacturing techniques.

Bipolar cores are also a valuable source o f material and are indicative of a 

specialized core reduction technique. Its use has been indentified worldwide (Shott 

1989:1) including the present analysis. However, there is considerable debate 

concerning their function (Leaf 1979; LeBlanc 1992:1; Shott 1989:1). The bipolar 

technique occurs when a piece o f stone is placed on an anvil and hit from the 

opposing end with a hammer stone. The result creates recognizable “lithic products 

and by-products” such as cores with sheered faces and flakes and cores with crushed 

platforms and terminations (Leaf 1979:39). It has been argued that the bipolar 

technique was used to create specific artifacts known as wedges that were used as
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slotting or wedging tools in association with bone, antler and wood working 

(LeBlanc 1992:1). However, Shott (1989:17) argues that the bipolar technique is an 

expedient core reduction technique to produce usable flake blanks. The 

interpretation of these specific artifacts has considerable implications for 

archaeological interpretation. LeBlanc’s (1992) interpretation, that the presence of 

bipolar cores or wedges indicate the working of bone/antler and wood, which may 

offer some insight into archaeological sites with poor preservation where such 

materials have decomposed and are absent from the archaeological record. However, 

LeBlanc (1992:11) also suggests that in order to make such an assertion other 

bone/antler and wood working tools need to be present and, if  possible, use-wear 

analysis must be carried out. In regards to this research the bipolar technique follows 

Shott (1989), LeBlanc’s (1992) and Binford and Quimby’s (1963) approach and is 

seen as a core reduction technique that may expediently produce usable flake blanks 

as well as a technique used to produce stone wedges.

Site formation processes

Understanding site formation processes, in particular the non-cultural or 

natural processes that affect artifacts once they are abandoned, is a vital part of 

archaeology. In southeastern Ontario, the Trent Valley and the Canadian Shield area 

suffer from shallow stratigraphy and acidic soils which destroy organic materials. In 

addition, sites in these areas are usually multi-component, meaning they have been 

visited over long periods o f time. Due to these factors, sites from this area remain 

poorly understood. However, by detailing how these factors affect archaeological 

sites and the artifacts contained within these sites, a better delineation o f these areas
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may be achieved. To understand site formation processes the focus must first be 

placed on excavation methods. Once artifacts are removed from the soil information 

can be lost. Even though there is little contextual statigraphy, the placement, 

orientation and level from which an artifact was recovered, can offer insight. This 

information can help to determine the specific natural processes that affected the site 

and these factors can result in more robust interpretations. O f particular relevance to 

this debate is the notion that social patterns o f behavior are “fossilized” in the 

archaeological record. Repeated research has shown that these patterns are not 

fossilized because there are many natural factors that affect archaeological sites and 

render them in a constant state o f change (Hull 1987; Morin 2006; Wood and 

Johnson 1978: Schiffer 1983). Not all archaeological sites are affected equally or by 

the same processes. For example, archaeological sites in desert areas may be 

affected by erosion from wind while sites located along a river bank can be affected 

by erosion and wasting due to water flow (Wood and Johnson 1978:318). Although 

one needs not to know all possibilities of pedoturbation, it is however, important to 

understand the specific processes known to affect the specific area of research 

(Schiffer 1983:692). O f interest to this research are the effects that freeze/thaw 

cycles, soil creep, and water run off may have had on the Clark’s Bay site. By 

understanding the degree to which these processes have affected the site’s 

stratigraphy, it should be possible to make some informed inferences regarding past 

behavior at the site.
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Summary

There are a number of methods that can be used to analyze lithics; however, in 

many cases these methods are not always agreed upon. Therefore at this point in 

time, it is imperative that the methods used be explicitly stated (see Chapter Four) so 

that in the future this research can be duplicated or built upon using the same or 

similar methods. Furthermore 1 believe that by combining a variety of methods a 

more robust understanding of the archaeological record and past life ways can be 

achieved. The following chapter consequently outlines the specific methods applied 

in this research.
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Chapter 4 

Research Methods

In this chapter the methods chosen to analyze the Clark’s Bay lithic 

assemblage are examined in detail. This chapter begins by detailing the sampling 

strategies employed at the site, followed by a brief description of the comparative 

method used to date the Clark’s Bay assemblage. Attributes used to identify the tool 

stones, manufacturing techniques and reduction stages witnessed in the assemblage 

are presented. Finally the methods and statistical tests used to summarize and to find 

patterning within the lithic data sets and to assess post depositional-disturbance at 

the site are described.

Excavation of the Clark’s Bay site

The Clark’s Bay site, located on the north shore o f Stony Lake, is near 

Burleigh Falls in southeastern Ontario. The site is located on a bulbous peninsula, 

and it is divided into two study areas: a lowland meadow area which overlies a 

sloping shield bedrock and intergrades into Stony Lake and the other a ridge top 

which lies above a rocky fossil terrace to the north of the site (See Figure 3.1 below) 

(Dibb 2002:33). Two additional fossil terraces transect the lowland meadow area of 

the site. Typically, the soil is acidic, thin and predominantly of sandy loam 

composition consistent with shore line sites (Dibb 2002:40). Soil depth is between 0 

to 30 cm (Dibb 2002:4).
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Figure 3.1. View of the Clark’s Bay site showing sloping topography and fossil 

terraces.

The Clark’s Bay site was first identified in 2002 by York North Archaeological 

Services during a contract survey of a large tract o f land on the north shore o f Stony 

Lake prior to future development (Dibb 2002:1). On the basis of this survey several 

archaeological sites were identified, and two were further excavated by Trent 

University field school students under the direction o f Dr. Susan Jamieson. The 

nearby West Burleigh Bay site was excavated during four field seasons from 2002 to 

2005. Artifacts recovered from this site indicate that Indigenous peoples inhabited 

the area on a recurring basis from the Paleo-Indian period into the historic period 

(Jamieson 2002:32-34; Teichroeb 2006:4).
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Following York North Archaeological Service’s preliminary work at the 

Clark’s Bay site, Kris Nahrgang, Chief of the Kawartha Nishnawbe First Nation, 

asked Dr. Jamieson if she would run a field school there to better define the site’s 

assemblage, as she had done at the West Burleigh Bay site. Consequently, a field 

school was held in 2007 (Susan Jamieson, personal communication 2012). To assess 

the size o f the site, Dr. Jamieson employed a systematic sampling technique which 

included test pitting the area at three meter intervals. Next, a grid system was 

established on a magnetic north to south axis encompassing all o f the positive test 

pits. Following the establishment of the grid system, Dr. Jamieson followed a 

“purposive sampling strategy’’ (Banning 2002:77), excavating 2 by 2 meter units 

over the positive test pits. It was hoped that during the course of the field school all 

positive test pits would be excavated; however, only 77 percent of the positive test 

pits were actually excavated (Susan Jamieson, personal communication 2012). Five 

test pits containing late 19th and early 20th century items o f European manufacture 

were scattered towards the south end o f the ridge top and west of this feature 

remained unexcavated owing to time constraints. Field school students were directed 

to hand excavate, with a trowel, their first unit in order to familiarize themselves 

with different artifact materials such as lithic debris, bone, and Indigenous ceramics 

and to become comfortable in identifying and collecting any small cultural pieces 

present within the soil matrix, which in many circumstances would have been lost 

during the screening process (Susan Jamieson, personal communication 2009). The 

majority o f  the artifacts recovered from the site were lithic debitage. The soil matrix 

removed from units was screened through 6 mm (.25 in) mesh and occasionally
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through number 10 (2 mm) and 20 (.85 mm) testing sieves if a number o f small 

artifacts, such as flaking debris were encountered. Once the students completed their 

first unit o f hand toweling they could complete their subsequent units by shovel 

peeling when possible although, in many circumstances, tree roots and large rocks 

prevented extensive use of shovel excavation. Through the course o f the six week 

field school session 3,831 artifacts were collected including glass, Euro-Canadian 

and Indigenous ceramics, bone, lithics and lithic manufacturing debris, which were 

recovered from 24, 2 by 2 meter units and a number o f positive test pits. For the 

purpose o f this study only the flaked lithic material from the site is analyzed, totaling 

3,595 artifacts. Although not all positive test pits could be excavated due to time 

constraints, it is assumed that a representative sample of the site’s lithics was 

collected for analysis owing to the fact that unexcavated test pits contained mainly 

late 19th century Euro-Canadian artifacts.

Lithic analysis

To address the technological questions proposed in this thesis all o f the lithic 

debris collected from the site was analyzed using a combination o f techniques. The 

preliminary analysis categorizes the artifacts into the gross categories o f tools, 

debitage, cores and debris as adapted from Rozen and Sullivan (1989). The unit 

number and stratigraphic level were recorded for each artifact, and weight was 

recorded using an electronic digital scale to the nearest 0.1 gram. Tool stone type o f 

each object was also recorded, using descriptions contained in Cherts o f  Southern 

Ontario (Eley and Von Bitter 1989), and lithic hand samples collected by Dr. 

Jamieson from known sources. The tool, debitage and core categories were further
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analyzed using a stage o f reduction approach. Detailed descriptions and definitions 

o f these and their relevant attribute states can be found in the glossary section of 

Appendix A.

The Rozen and Sullivan technique (1989), as it applies to debitage analysis, 

allows for the quick categorization o f debitage into gross categories that are readily 

replicated. Thus the Rozen and Sullivan technique is a method that allows one to 

analyze a large number o f artifacts with relative ease; however, it is not effective for 

gathering the detailed information o f a sample. Nonetheless, the technique allows 

one to distinguish whether debitage is the product o f a tool manufacture industry or 

whether it is from a core reduction industry based on flake completeness categories 

(complete, broken, fragment and debris). Although Rozen and Sullivan (1989) 

suggest that their technique is an objective, interpretation-free way to categorize 

assemblages, it has been criticized because it subjective and does not take into 

account post-depositional disturbance, material type and quality of individual 

knapping expertise (Odell 2004:124). For example, researchers such as Prentiss and 

Romansky (1989) found that trampled sites displayed inconclusive results using the 

Rozen and Sullivan technique (Odell 2004:124). Furthermore, Shelley (1990) and 

Americk and Mauldin (1997) found the Rozen and Sullivan technique to be 

inconclusive when comparing knapper expertise and raw material variability (Odell 

2004:124).

Due to the fact that the Clark’s Bay lithic assemblage has considerable raw 

material variety and that the site suffers from post-depositional disturbance, the 

Rozen and Sullivan technique for analyzing debitage is used as a preliminary
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method to quickly analyze large amounts o f lithic debris or debitage with relative 

ease. However, given the limitations stated above artifacts categorized as debitage 

are further analyzed, using the more detailed technological stage approach to lithic 

analysis, which affords an additional set o f data on the Clark’s Bay assemblage. 

Furthermore, core and tool categories are also analyzed using this more detailed 

typological approach.

Previous researchers have found that a detailed stage typology method of 

analysis may result in more reliable interpretations when the integrity o f the strata 

has been compromised due to pedoturbation; and when the assemblage contains a 

wide variety o f raw material types (Andrefsky 2005:115; Kooyman 2000:67-68; 

Odell 2004:124). However, stage typologies are not without criticisms. The primary 

challenge of a stage typology method is that there is no standard list o f attributes or 

specific number o f stages that an artifact may have travelled-through to reach its 

finished form and that these studies are seldom able to be replicated (Odell 

2004:125). Furthermore, the term finished artifact is a rather emic view imposing 

one person’s assumption o f what would be classified as such. This categorization 

undermines the fact that any artifact or tool type at any given stage o f completion 

could have been used for many different tasks and that perhaps what the 

archaeologist views as finished may in fact be quite different to the person who used 

the artifact. Therefore the use of a stage typology and the use of a term finished 

artifact is rather an organizational term given the fact that the use life o f any artifact 

is essentially a cyclical continuum until the artifact is discarded or exhausted and can 

no longer be useful (Kooyman 2000). To overcome the primary criticism o f a stage
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typology a detailed explanation is given in regards to the specific attributes used and 

the purpose for their use in order to insure the possibility o f replication and validity 

(Odell 2004:126). For this reason some attributes were chosen for this study over 

others. The stage typology analysis has been adapted from Andrefsky (2005), Fisher 

(1997), Kooyman (2000), and Odell (2004). All artifacts categorized as flakes are 

further analyzed using a combination o f attributes to type them into seven 

categories: early primary; secondary shaping; secondary thinning; late bifacial 

reduction; late finishing; late re-sharpening, and bipolar. The specific attribute states 

considered for this analysis are: maximum length, width, thickness, longitudinal 

curvature, total number o f flake scars present o f the dorsal surface and within 1 cm2, 

platform preparation and number o f platform flake scars. Other attributes that were 

considered (see below) are the presence or absence of cortex and platform lipping. 

All o f these terms and attribute states are defined in the glossary section o f Appendix 

A.

Some researchers use the presence o f cortex as the determining factor for the 

categorization of primary flakes; however, material sources that have been 

frequently quarried may not exhibit cortex. Therefore there may not have been any 

cortex to remove. The presence o f cortex as a determining feature for early stage 

artifacts is not relied upon in this research. This classification is designed to 

categorize an early stage o f reduction which may or may not represent the first stage 

of recently quarried material. Depending upon raw material type, the use o f a 

relatively harder, heavier hammer is indicative o f early reduction stages. This tends 

to produce shattered striking platforms and salient bulbs o f percussion, whereas, soft
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hammer percussion, most readily identified by lipped platforms and diffuse bulbs of 

percussion, are typically employed in later stages o f reduction. However, these 

characterizations are generalities only. For example, soft hammer percussion 

resulting in lipped platforms appear on early stage flakes at the Clark’s Bay site 

owing to the nature o f some material being flaked. Therefore, the feature of lipped 

platforms is not used as a discriminating factor between stages.

Detailed debitage flake analysis

The flakes were assessed for their level o f completeness and stage of reduction 

using attribute states specified in Appendix A. A complete flake is all lithic debitage 

that exhibits a single interior surface, an intact striking platform, and intact margins 

(Rozen and Sullivan 1989:181). Termination types are typically feather; however, 

hinge terminations are included because they represent an aborted termination due to 

flaws in the raw material or indicate a perverse angle of impact (Teichroeb 

2007:157). Step terminations are not included as they may be the result of 

taphonomic processes (Teichroeb 2007:158) such as trampling. Complete flakes 

offer the most information for the stage typology; however, information was 

recorded for broken flakes as well. A broken flake is categorized as either a 

proximal or distal flake (Rozen and Sullivan 1989:181). Proximal flakes typically 

have more diagnostic flake features than distal flakes; however, both were included 

in the detailed stage typology. Broken and split flakes, a flake split along the 

longitudinal axis, are categorized into the detailed stage category where possible. A 

flake fragment lacking a striking platform and any termination features is placed in a 

gross category o f early, middle or late stage where possible.
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Primary reduction flake (early stage): These flakes represent the initial stage 

of reduction and are typically large, greater than 15 cm in maximum length and/or 

width. They tend to be thick, greater than 3 mm, and may or may not exhibit cortex 

and/or have few dorsal flake scars, specifically two or less scars over the entire 

dorsal surface and one or none within 1 cm2 (Kooyman 2000:52). Striking platforms 

tend to be large and relatively unmodified exhibiting one or less flake scar and may 

also retain cortex (Miles 2005:181; Fisher 1997:47; Kooyman 2000:52). The dorsal 

surface may also be cortical bearing up to 100%.

Middle stage secondary reduction, initial shaping flakes'. These flakes are 

smaller in size and are thinner than primary flakes. They are between 1 and 2 cm in 

length and/or width and are typically between 2 and 3 mm in thickness. They are 

small, short, and rounded as they do not extend deep into the objective piece but 

rather are restricted to the outer margins (Fisher 1997:47; Kooyman 2000:52). The 

presence o f cortex is rare but these flakes may contain up to 50% on the dorsal 

surface or platform (Fisher 1997:47). Also the dorsal surface may exhibit simple 

flake scarring indicating that some previous flakes have been struck from the core 

(Fisher 1997:47). Shaping flakes may exhibit 2 to 4 flake scars over the entire dorsal 

surface and 1 to 2 flake scars within 1 cm2. Platforms also may display 1 to 2 

platform scars and may be lipped suggesting the use of a soft hammer percussion 

method (Kooyman 2000:52; Hayden and Hutchings 1989:247).

Middle stage, secondary reduction, thinning flake: Thinning flakes are 

removed from the objective piece in order to reduce its thickness. They are typically 

elongated, curved longitudinally and thin, less than 2 mm in thickness, and may
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contain 3 to 4 dorsal and/or platform scars. They have more than 3 dorsal scars over 

the entire dorsal surface and 2 or 3 dorsal flake scars within 1 cm2 (Kooyman 

2000:52).

Late stage bifacial finishing and re-sharpening flakes: These flakes represent 

the final stages of the lithic reduction process which is divided into two categories; 

the bifacial reduction flake and the finishing flake. Bifacial reduction flakes tend to 

vary in size from small to large flakes all o f which are greater than 1 cm in length. 

They tend to be thin, less than 2 mm in thickness, and to exhibit little to no cortex. 

The dorsal surface may contain a complex network of flake scars, typically more 

than four, including four or more within 1 cm2. The striking platforms may contain 

three or more flake scars and in most cases are lipped (Kooyman 2000:52). Bifacial 

reduction flakes are typically curved longitudinally and have expanding feather 

terminations (Kooyman 2000:51). These flakes indicate the thinning stage of a 

biface.

Late stage finishing flakes: finishing flakes are typically the final stage o f the 

reduction process and are detached from the objective piece to remove any 

irregularities (Kooymann 2000:54). They are small, less than 1 cm in length and/or 

width. Depending on their size they have complex dorsal scaring as indicated by 

typically more than three flake scars. Finishing flakes that are 5 mm or less in length 

or width may only exhibit two flake scars on their dorsal surface. These flakes are 

thin, less than 1.5 mm in thickness. Platforms may or may not be liped but usually 

contain two or more platform scars. The lack o f lipped platforms may be indicative 

o f a pressure flaking method.
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Re-sharpening flakes: These flakes are small, similar to finishing flakes, but 

show evidence o f use, typically by a dull, rounded edge or by micro chipping on the 

margin (Kooyman 2000:54). Re-sharpening flakes are small and may or may not 

have complex dorsal scaring depending on their overall size. This category is an 

important part o f lithic studies and of this research as it offers insight into what type 

o f tools were being used and later rejuvenated at the Clark’s Bay site.

Bipolar flakes: are a specific type o f flake formed by a wedging or 

compressive force (Andrefsky 2005:27; Jolly 2007:185). These flakes exhibit 

damage on opposing ends or crushed striking platforms. Compression rings may be 

present and may intersect near the center o f the flake (Andrefsky 2005:125). Typical 

bipolar reduction flakes have no bulb o f percussion but rather exhibit a diffused or 

sheared interior surface which can result in the formation o f longitudinal ridges 

(Kooyman 2000:17; Andrefsky 2005:27; Leaf 1979). These flakes can be any size 

and are indicative o f  a change in manufacturing technique which regards flakes, 

rather than cores, as the objective piece. It has been proposed that the bipolar 

technique is employed to maximize raw material by creating a number o f usable 

flake blanks which could be flaked into a variety o f tool types (Andrefsky 2005:28; 

Odell 2004:49).

Bifacial artifacts, artifacts that have been flaked on both faces, are analyzed 

using a stage typology method which consists o f four stages from initial shaping to 

the finished biface. The primary attributes used to distinguish between the four 

stages are: maximum length, width, thickness, the length/width ratio, 

width/thickness ratio, total number o f flake scars on one face and within 1 cm2, edge
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sinuosity, number o f flake scars greater than 1 cm in length, number o f flake scars 

between 5 mm and 1 cm and number o f flake scars less than 5 mm in width, total 

number of hinge or step fractures and the presence of striking platforms and outline.

Stage 1 biface: is a flaked tool that has been bifacially flaked and roughly 

outlined. Stage 1 bifaces tend to be irregular and thick, typically greater than 1 cm in 

thickness, and may exhibit some cortex and/or hinge and step fractures (Fisher 

1997:25). The cross-section is hexagonal and the flake scars tend to be deep and 

large, typically greater than 1 cm in length or width, and usually cross less than half 

o f the width o f the objective piece (Fisher 1997:25). From the profile view, the edge 

is very irregular and jagged (Fisher 1997:25; Andrefsky 2005:187). Few striking 

platforms are present on the objective piece (Andrefsky 2005:187).

Stage 2 bifaces: are the primary thinning stage o f a biface. Flake scars travel at 

least to the center o f the objective piece and beyond, removing previous 

irregularities such as step fractures (Andrefsky 2005:187; Fisher 1997:29). There are 

a greater number of flake scars present on the face which tend to be more regular 

and between 5 mm and 1 cm in width.

Stage 3 bifaces: represent the secondary thinning and shaping stage. Flake 

scars may be patterned and travel past the center line. They are thin typically 

measuring less than 5 mm in width and may travel across the face (Fisher 1997:29). 

Striking platforms may be visible and are prepared by grinding and/or beveling 

(Andrefsky 2005:187). A rudimentary base may be formed and the edge becomes 

regular (Fisher 1997:28).
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Stage 4 bifaces: represents the final stage of biface preparation. The artifact 

may exhibit haft elements and refined trimming of jagged areas along the edge as 

well as the removal of any remnant striking platforms (Fisher 1997:29). Flake scars 

are more regular, less than 5 mm in width and there are typically three or more flake 

scars within 1 cm along the lateral edge. Edges are very regular and may exhibit 

unified retouch (Fisher 1997:29).

The final category analyzed is core types. A core is defined as any piece o f 

lithic material from which a flake has been removed leaving behind negative flake 

scars (Kooyman 2000:65,100; Andrefsky 2005:14). Cores are categorized into four 

categories: bipolar, multidirectional, exhausted and fragment. This categorization 

involves looking at a number of attribute states, notably direction o f flake scars, type 

o f platform preparation, evidence o f crushing, and presence of negative flake 

features.

Bipolar cores: this is a type o f core that has been worked using a bipolar 

percussion technique. Bipolar cores may exhibit battering, crushing or scarring on 

opposing ends. Flakes can be removed from one or both faces which usually extends 

the entire length o f the piece (Kooyman 2000:56). These cores have a slightly 

convex profile and no ventral surface (Kooyman 2000:56). Flake scars often leave 

no bulb o f percussion or the bulb may be sheared (Kooyaman 2000:56). Platforms 

can be prepared by flaking or may be unprepared containing cortex. Platforms are 

perpendicular to the faces from which flakes have been removed, creating a squared 

appearance.
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Multi-directional cores or amorphous (unprepared) cores: are cores from 

which flakes have been removed from multiple directions. Amorphous cores 

typically have no prepared platforms and flake scars are random and removed from 

multiple directions (Kooyman 2000:100).

An exhausted core refers to a nucleus that has been worked to depletion. That 

is, the core becomes too small to be worked further and is then discarded (Kooyman 

2000:56; Andrefsky 2005:14). These cores can be either bipolar or multidirectional.

Core fragment: are pieces o f lithic material that have broken away from the 

core. Core fragments should retain some negative flake scars (Kooyman 2000:56). 

This category also includes core rejuvenation flakes which are specialized flakes 

removed to restore the core, generally creating a new platform area for future flake 

removal. Core rejuvenation flakes generally have few dorsal scars and tend to be 

thick or blocky (Kooyman 2000:57).

Dating the Clark’s Bay site and assessing post-depositional disturbance

To date the Clark’s Bay assemblage a comparative method is applied using 

diagnostic artifacts, specifically projectile points, typed following typologies 

established for the Great Lakes and Shield culture areas (Justice 1987; Ritchie 1969; 

Wright 1971). Consistent with sites located on the Canadian Shield, Clark’s Bay 

suffers from poor contextual stratigraphy due to pedoturbation. This includes regular 

seasonal water flow, freeze-thaw activity, soil creep from a thin soil horizon over 

sloping bedrock, and bioturbation (Wood and Johnson 1978:317; Morin 2006:541). 

Furthermore, the acidity level in the soil, consistent with Shield sites (Wright 

1995:126), has destroyed most of the organic material rendering radio-carbon dating
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methods impossible. Therefore a comparative approach using diagnostic artifacts is 

the only means of dating this assemblage.

It is evident that pedoturbation has affected the Clark’s Bay assemblage; 

however, it is unclear how much homogenization of soil strata and artifacts has 

taken place. Therefore, described below is a variety o f methods applied to the 

assemblage, which assesses the degree o f displacement and/or sorting o f artifacts 

throughout the site and its stratigraphic levels. By assessing the degree o f post- 

depositional disturbance it will be possible to confidently sort some of the less 

diagnostic artifacts into broad time periods using associated tool stone types. Three 

specific methods have been utilized, including a basic refitting analysis, a statistical 

method using chi-squared, and a spatial distribution analysis.

The refitting analysis was conducted using the more distinct tool stone types. 

Refitting can be an effective method to assess hot only the degree o f  post-deposition 

disturbance at a site but also artifact manufacturing patterns and occupational areas 

(Villa 1982:279). For the purpose o f this study the provenience o f conjoined artifacts 

is examined to determine their spatial distribution, both vertically and horizontally, 

across the site. Providing that conjoined artifacts are not significantly distanced from 

one another for example, separated by more that one 2 meter unit, it should be 

possible to support the idea that although sites suffer from pedoturbation, cultural 

processes may still be able to be inferred. There are two other important factors to be 

considered, whether or not conjoining artifacts are found in the same stratigraphic 

level and whether or not they are found in the same unit. If conjoined artifacts are 

distributed in different levels, the idea that artifacts have been moved post-
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depositionally either up or down and thus have been affected by pedoturbation can 

be supported. Conversely, if conjoined artifacts are generally found within the same 

level it may be assumed that pedoturbation has had little effect on their distribution. 

Because excavation units are essentially an arbitrary division of space, conjoining 

artifacts found side by side or in adjacent units cannot be considered a result 

supporting post-depositional disturbance. Therefore, only conjoined artifacts 

separated by one or more units will be considered to support an argument for post- 

depositional disturbance, although this distribution may also be caused by past 

human activity.

The chi-squared test is used to determine whether artifacts evidence post- 

depositional sorting by weight or surface area. All artifacts were weighed in grams. 

This information was then applied to the chi-squared test, to check for any 

correlations between artifact weight and stratigraphic level, and artifact weight and 

surface level. Due to the fact that the site might have experienced regular freeze 

thaw activities, soil creep, and ground water flow, it might be expected that heavier 

artifacts worked deeper into the stratigraphic levels; conversely the lighter artifacts 

may have been pushed up into the upper stratigraphic levels (Wood and Johnson 

1978:333). Although chi-squared can be used to test for these correlations, there are 

a number o f factors that also need to be assessed. The topography of the site, the 

surface area o f artifacts, and the position at which they entered into the soil can 

significantly affect their movement throughout the stratigraphic levels (Wood and 

Johnson 1978:339). However, the specific vertical and horizontal position of each 

artifact is not known as this information was not recorded during excavation.
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To test how buried artifacts are affected by topography each artifact was 

weighed and these weights were plotted in units across the site. This will help to 

visualize and identify if the artifacts have been transported downhill to the lowest 

area o f the site or whether heavier artifacts are clustered topographically higher in 

certain areas. Furthermore this may help to assess whether fossil terraces affected 

the translocation of artifacts through different forms o f pedoturbation.

The surface area o f artifacts was calculated by multiplying the maximum 

length by the maximum width. The chi-squared test is used to determine whether 

there are any correlations between artifact surface area and stratigraphic level. 

During regular ffeeze-thaw activities artifacts that have a larger surface area may be 

pushed up towards the surface which would create a positive correlation between 

artifacts being sorted by surface area if artifacts with larger surface area are present 

in the upper levels; however, if  artifacts with larger surface area are positioned 

vertically in the soil, they may have worked themselves deeper into the strata (Wood 

and Johnson 1978:339). This effect may skew the results o f the test because the 

vertical and horizontal placement o f artifacts within the soil was not precisely 

recorded during excavation; although vertical position o f artifacts relative to strata 

and horizontal position relative to features were.

The final analysis dealing with post-depositional disturbance is a spatial 

analysis using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. The weight o f the 

artifacts was examined across the site from north to south and from west to east. 

Weight was plotted along a north and south axis, the northerly units representing the 

highest elevation o f the site and southernmost units the lowest. Similarly artifact
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weight also was plotted from west to east; the westernmost units representing the 

highest elevation and the eastern end the lowest. The purpose of this analysis was to 

determine whether artifacts were transported down slope. Weight was also plotted 

from north to south and from west to east. Both the north to south and east to west 

axis crosses a number o f high and low areas due to the two fossil terraces that 

transect the site. By plotting the weight along this axis it should be possible to 

determine whether the fossil terraces affected artifact sorting by weight. The final 

method is a spatial analysis by raw material.

Raw material types can be used to identify episodes o f occupation and they 

also may be used to identify temporality trends as the usage of some material types, 

specifically metasediments, have been inferred to be indicative o f broad time periods 

(Ellis et a l.1990:65; Teichroeb 2007:129). The correlation of material type and 

diagnostic artifacts helps to date occupation areas and is helpful in delimiting 

specific activity episodes.

Summary

I have chosen a variety o f methods to answer the two lines o f inquiry presented 

in the introduction. The primary line o f inquiry is to document and analyze the lithic 

assemblage of the Clark’s Bay site while the other is to investigate site formation 

processes and the effects of pedoturbation specifically the effects o f graviturbation 

(soil creep), cryoturbation (freeze thaw action) and aquaturbation (ground water 

flow and run off).
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Chapter 5 

Research Analysis and Results

The lithic assemblage of the Clark’s Bay site consists of 3,595 artifacts, which 

are divided into four main categories; flaked stone tools (N=72), ground stone tools 

(N=7), cores (N=193), and debitage (N=3,323) (See Table 5.1 for artifact categories 

and overall percentages). Attribute analyses are used to summarize and analyze these 

four categories in order to identify any changes in tool stone use through time and 

any differences in the distribution o f material types within the four main categories 

outlined above. The ultimate goal is to identify changes in the relationship between 

material and artifact type. Furthermore, the distribution o f collected artifacts and 

material type is used to identify any clustering of material within the excavated units 

across the site.

Class # %
Tools 57 2
Cores 193 5
Unfinished Bifaces 22 1
Complete Flake 812 23
Broken Flake 581 16
Split Flake 123 3
Fragment ■ 1353 38
Debris 454 12
Total 3595 100

Table 5.1. Clark’s Bay lithic artifact counts and percentages.

Raw material Usage and Lithic Analysis

Identified tool stone types are grouped into five categories: non-local chert 

(Onondaga, Fossil Hill, Kettle Point, Dundee, Lockport); local chert (Lower/Middle
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Bobcaygon, Upper Bobcageon, Hudson’s Bay Lowland); metasediment; quartz 

and/or quartzite; and ground stone. Chert identification and terms follows Elley and 

von Bitter (1989). Tool stone identification was somewhat problematic as a high 

percentage o f the tool stone appeared to be burnt and all suffered from iron staining 

(William Fox, personal communication 2013). See Table 5.2 for the breakdown of 

material type by artifact category.
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Table 5.2. Clark’s Bay artifact categories by material type.

Some researchers use kilometer distances from material sources to identify local and 

non-local materials. However, within the literature, definitions o f “local” material 

sources vary from a 10 to 40 km radius (Carr 1994:39; Meltzer 1989:31). Therefore, 

opposed to using a strict kilometer based radius I identify “ local”, as described by 

Teichroeb (2006:89), as any material located within the middle Trent Valley. Any
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material source from outside the middle Trent Valley is therefore considered non

local (See Figure 5.1 map showing the locations o f non-local or exotic, Onondaga, 

Kettle Point, and Fossil Hill cherts).

Clark’s 
Bay site

Fossil Hill

Lake Huron

Lake Ontario

Onondaga
Kettle Point

Lake Erie

0 KM 100 200 300

Figure 5.1. Map o f Southern Ontario showing the location o f exotic cherts in 

relation to the Clark’s Bay site.

The Clark’s Bay site has a wide variety o f raw materials. However, tool stone 

types are unevenly represented within the different categories o f artifact types. The 

materials used for formal shaped tools, specifically finished bifaces, and drills are 

predominantly varieties o f non-local cherts from Ontario (Eley and Von Bitter 

1989). Bifaces o f non-local tool stone total 87.5 % (N=l 1) whereas 12.5 % (N=3) 

were made from local tool stone. Drills manufactured from non-local tool stone are 

represented at 75% (N=3), the remaining 25% (N =l) were made o f quartz. Preforms
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or early stage bifaces are relatively evenly distributed across three material types: 

non-local 28.5% (N=6), local 28.5% (N=6), and local metasediment 33% (N=7). 

The remaining 10% (N=2) of early stage bifaces were manufactured using quartz. 

Forty-six percent (N==10) of the scrapers were manufactured from local chert 

varieties. However, non-local cherts were used for 23% (N=5) of the scrapers, and 

other material types including quartz (18%, N=4) and metasediment (13%, N=3) 

occur in the scraper category. Informal tools such as wedges, gravers and abraders 

were exclusively manufactured using local materials such as chert varieties at 36% 

(N=4) and quartz at 64% (N=7). Table 5.3 presents a visual break down o f tool and 

material comparisons. Axes (N=2), adze (N =l), and picks (N=2) are strictly 

manufactured on ground stone such as schist and slate.
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Table 5.3. Frequency o f raw material by functional tool types.
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Unfinished bifaces are further analyzed to determine their reduction stage. To 

determine the stage at which an unfinished biface can be placed, a number o f 

attributes are examined. Most commonly the width/thickness ratio is used as a 

distinguishing factor between stages (Andrefsky 2005:187). However, the majority 

(73%) of the unfinished bifaces in the Clark’s Bay assemblage are broken or 

fragmented which hindered my ability to accurately measure maximum width and 

thickness. Therefore, the width/thickness ratio is not used in the present study as a 

distinguishing factor between stages. Rather, the regularity o f the outline, flake scar 

orientation and direction, presence o f surface irregularities, and edge sinuosity are 

assessed.

For the purpose of this analysis three reduction stages are identified, and within 

the unfinished biface category each stage is equally represented. Stage 1 bifaces are 

roughed-out forms, (see Figure 5.2 below).

Figure 5.2. Stage 1 biface fragments made o f  metasediment.
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Initial shaping stage displays flake scars that are restricted to the outer 

margins. Negative flake scars are thick, short and rounded in outline and edge 

sinuosity is moderate to extreme. This stage contains seven artifacts with the 

majority (42%) being produced on metesediment. Local and non-local chert varieties 

and ground stone are equally represented at 14% each of the total stage 1 biface 

category. Stage 2 bifaces are thinner (Figure 5.3). Flake scars travel to the center o f 

the artifact and reflect the primary thinning o f the biface. Surface irregularities are 

removed and edge sinuosity is moderate to slight. Stage 2 bifaces were 

predominately produced using non-local and local chert varieties. Local chert totals 

50% of stage 2 bifaces and non-local chert types total 37.5%, with the remaining 

12% being made o f metesediment. Eight artifacts were categorized in this stage.

Figure 5.3. Stage 2 biface made o f metasediment.
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Stage 3 bifaces are shaped and thinned (Figure 5.4). Negative flake scars are 

shallow and elongated, typically traveling the outer edge to or surpassing the center 

line.

Figure 5.4. Stage 3 biface made o f metasediment.

Edge sinuosity is slight and few striking platforms or surface irregularities are 

present. Stage 3 bifaces, consisting o f 7 artifacts, were primarily produced from 

metesediment (43%) while 29% were manufactured using non-local chert varieties 

and the remainder were manufactured from local chert types (14%) and quartz 

(14%). See Table 5.4 for stage quantities by material.

Stage Local Non-local Quartz Metesediment Groundstone Total

1 1 1 1 3 1 7
2 4 3 1 8
3 1 2 1 3 7

2
Total 6 6 2 7 1 2

Table 5.4. Summary o f biface stages.
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Debitage Analysis Stage Typology

All o f the debitage, 3,323 artifacts, from the Clark’s Bay site was analyzed. 

This category includes all o f the flaking debris such as complete flakes, broken and 

split flakes, flake fragments and debris such as shatter or blocky fragments. Raw 

material type was assigned for all debitage. The debitage category was further 

analyzed using both a stage typology method and the Rozen and Sullivan (1981) 

method. Artifacts selected for the stage typology are flakes that contain diagnostic 

attributes which could be assessed to confidently sort them into 1 o f 6 stages 

following Kooyman (2000). These stages are: primary reduction flake, secondary 

shaping, secondary thinning flake, late bifacial reduction flake, finishing flake and 

re-sharpening flake. A total o f 2,356 artifacts each containing diagnostic attributes 

were selected for the stage typology.

The results from the stage typology indicate that there are few primary 

reduction flakes in the collection, representing only 3.5 percent o f the total. The 

majority o f the primary flakes are o f local chert, primarily Lower/Middle Bobcageon 

at 43% and o f metasediment at 20%. The remaining 37% is of non-local chert 

varieties (15 %), other local chert types (12%) and o f quartz (10%). See Table 5.5 

below for a break down o f raw artifact counts by material and category. Secondary 

shaping flakes total 16.5% of the artifacts analyzed, with the bulk o f this category 

being distributed across three material types including Lower/Middle Bobcageon 

chert (28%), quartz (27%), and metasediment (22%). The remaining 23% is 

comprised o f non-local chert varieties and local Upper Bobcageon chert (3%).
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12 26 7 23 95 4 41 31 279
Finishing

33 11 26 9 91 334 14 176 154 848
Re
sharpening

1 2 9 12
Total

138 42 103 26 319 3 745 46 469 465 2356

Table 5.5. Stage typology by raw material type.

Secondary thinning flakes make up 32% of the flakes analyzed, with the 

majority distributed across four material types; Lower/Middle Bobcageon chert (22 

%), Lockport chert (21%), quartz (18%) and metasediment (24%), all of which are 

local sources. The remaining 15% o f the secondary thinning flakes are non-local 

chert varieties.

Late stage reduction flakes are categorized into three types: bifacial reduction 

flakes, which total 12% of the total debitage analyzed; finishing flakes, representing 

36% o f the total; and re-sharpening flakes totaling only .5 percent. The dominant 

material type represented in late stage debitage is Lower/Middle Bobcageon chert
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(38%). Non-local cherts made up only 11% of the entire artifact selection, whereas 

other local cherts, metasediment and quartz made up the remaining 51 %.

Cores

Core raw material types are determined and core type and level of 

completeness are assessed. The results are consistent with the debitage analysis with 

the majority (50%) being o f local Lower/Middle Bobcaygeon chert. Quartz (41%) 

also makes up a significant amount o f the sample (Table 5.6) whereas non-local and 

metasediments made up the remaining 9%.
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Multi
directional Complete 7 1 1 9

Bipolar Complete 9 8 17

Uni
directional Complete 1 1

Exhausted 1 1 2 4

Core fragments 79 8 70 5 162

Total 97 9 81 6 193

Table 5.6. Summary o f core types by raw material.

Cores were also assessed for type and level o f completeness. Within the 

Clark’s Bay assemblage five core categories were identified: multidirectional cores, 

bipolar cores, unidirectional cores, exhausted cores, and core fragments. Core 

fragments were the most abundant comprising 84% of all core types. The remaining
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16% were complete multi-directional or bipolar cores from local chert and quartz. 

Non-local chert cores were only represented by exhausted cores or core fragments. 

The high percentage o f local Lower/Middle Bobcageon chert is consistent with the 

debitage analysis in that local material was being utilized in greater proportions. 

Surprisingly, there are few metasediment cores present within the assemblage, even 

though a high percentage o f the flaking debris is o f this material.

These results contrast significantly with the material type used for formal 

shaped tools (Figure 5.5) and indicate that the local raw material sources were being 

utilized in greater frequencies.
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of flaked artifacts by material type.

The high amount o f local material debitage may indicate that the inhabitants 

were replenishing their tool kit using local material and discarding broken or
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unusable artifacts that were produced at another location previously during the year. 

Further discussion of this issue follows in the next chapter.

Debitage (Sullivan and Rozen method)

The Sullivan and Rozen (1989) method offers the opportunity to categorize 

large numbers o f debitage into five categories based on their level o f completeness. 

Debitage such as blocky fragments and/or shatter (see Appendix A for descriptions) 

that has no diagnostic flake features is categorized as debris. The total number of 

artifacts analyzed using this method is 3,323 artifacts. The results from this method 

show a high number of flake fragments (38%) and complete flakes (23%). Broken 

flakes represent 16% and split flakes make up only 3 %. The remaining 12% is 

categorized as debris. Figure 5.6 below indicates the distribution o f debitage across 

the five categories.

Sullivan and Rozen Debitage Analysis
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Figure 5.6. Results from the Sullivan and Rozen debitage analysis
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Post-depositional disturbance

Several statistical tests are conducted to help determine whether the lithic 

assemblage suffered from post-depositional disturbance, and if so, to what extent the 

artifacts and the soil matrix had been disturbed. The chi-squared test is used to 

assess whether the artifacts from the Clark’s Bay site were sorted through the soil 

matrix based on their weight and/or surface area. The results indicate that there is no 

correlation between artifact weight and stratigraphic level, (x2 = 778.2201, df= 414, 

p value= 2.2). This then indicates that artifact weight does not correlate specifically 

with any particular stratigraphic level, suggesting that the artifacts were not sorted 

by weight.

Surface area is calculated for all flakes that measured greater than 1 cm2 and 

this is also tested to determine whether artifacts show sorting through the 

stratigraphic levels based on their surface area. These results, also using chi-squared

•y
are significant (x = 334.0374, df= 246 p value = 0.0001), suggesting that surface 

area size and stratigraphic level are significantly associated.

Given the topographical layout o f the site, which is a downward slope to the 

shoreline o f Stony Lake, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test is used to 

determine whether there is any correlation between artifact weight and unit which 

corresponds to different elevations across the site. From west to east, west being the 

highest elevation, there is no correlation (rho= -0.067, s=3764 p value=0.0004) 

between unit elevation and artifact weight. From north to south (moving across the 

site) there also is no correlation (rho=0.0617, s=3309 p value=0.001) This suggests 

that the weight o f artifacts are not correlated with specific units or at specific
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elevations. However, when excavated units and artifact weight are plotted on a line 

chart it is apparent that the heavier artifacts are clustered in certain areas throughout 

the site. Figure 5.13 shows that the heavier artifacts are not associated with the 

lowest units o f the site. However, they are associated with some o f the low-lying 

areas between the fossil terraces. Figure 5.7 shows the low lying areas across the site 

and the circled areas on the map show the concentrations o f heavier artifacts which 

are between the fossil terraces.
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Figure 5.7. Distribution of concentrations o f heavy artifact at the Clark’s Bay site.

During the lithic analysis 16 artifacts were refitted from fragments. The refitted 

artifacts included 2 projectile points, 2 early stage bifaces, a drill, an adze, a backed 

side scraper, an end scraper, a wedge, 1 core, 4 flakes, 1 bifacially ground artifact 

and 1 bipolar core with a corresponding detached flake. O f these refitted artifacts, all
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but the drill was located within the same unit or within adjacent units. The drill 

fragment was broken into three pieces all o f which were located in units that were 

separated by at least two meters.

Dating the Clark’s Bay site

Few diagnostic artifacts were recovered from the Clark’s Bay site. There were 

only three complete projectile points, one which may be categorized as resembling a 

Crawford Knoll point dating to 2500-1500 B.P. (William Fox, personal 

communication 2013; Spence and Fox 1986:6-7). A second projectile point was 

recovered, made from burned Onondaga chert. It is a Brewerton comer-notched 

point dating to 4500-3500 B.P. (Ritchie 1971:16; Justice 1989:114). This point is 

thin, well made, plano-convex in cross-section and fashioned from a large flake. The 

final complete point recovered was a miniature Brewerton side-notched point dating 

between 4,900-3,700 B.P. (Justice 1989:115). This point was made o f Onondaga 

chert which appeared to be burnt and is very small measuring roughly 1 cm in length 

and width. Less diagnostic artifacts include 2 drills and several scrapers. One of the 

flaked stone drills was fashioned from Kettle Point chert and the other from 

metasediment. The second drill was retooled from a notched biface missing the base 

which appears to have been snapped off.

Twenty-two scrapers were recovered. Five are bifaeially flaked, two are end 

scrapers, 5 are unifacial and 3 are scraper fragments; however, scrapers are not 

particularly diagnostic, with the few exceptions such as some Paleo-Indian forms 

(not present at this site), thumbnail and “crescentic edged” scrapers. Six thumbnail 

scrapers and one “crescentric edged” scraper were recovered. These are typically
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associated with Brewerton sites of the middle or early Late Archaic period (Kenyon 

and Spence 1990:72; Ritchie 1965:98).

Based on these diagnostic artifacts the Clark’s Bay site appears to have been 

inhabited during the Late Middle Archaic through the Late Archaic period. Also 

typical of the Late Archaic is the use o f less flakable coarse grained toolstone (Ellis 

et al. 1990:65) which is evident within the Clark’s Bay assemblage both by tool 

varieties and flaking debris. Furthermore, a small number o f indigenous ceramic 

sherds were recovered confirming a Late Woodland component at the site; however, 

no diagnostic lithic artifacts were recovered from any of the excavated areas.

Several ground stone tools were also recovered including picks or perforators, 

adze, axes and a ground slate biface fragment. Although ground stone tools are not 

particularly diagnostic they do suggest an Archaic component indicative of 

Laurentian and/or Shield culture areas.

Summary

In conclusion, these results indicate that formal shaped tools such as finished 

bifaces and drills were predominantly manufactured from non-local tool stone 

whereas tools like scrapers, wedges and abraders were mainly manufactured from 

local tool stone varieties. Unfinished or early stage bifaces were relatively equally 

distributed across local and non-local tool stone types.

The results from the debitage analysis indicates that the past inhabitants of 

the Clark’s Bay site were replenishing their tool kits using local Lower/Middle 

Bobcageon chert as this chert was the most abundant within the assemblage and was
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represented in all three reduction stages (primary, secondary and finishing) and by a 

variety of core types and fragments. The results from the Sullivan and Rozen 

method, which are inconclusive, will be discussed in the following chapter.

The methods used to assess post-depositional disturbance at the site indicate 

that the buried artifacts experienced more vertical movement within the soil than 

horizontal movement. The surface area o f artifacts correlated with stratigraphic level 

suggesting that artifacts experienced sorting through the soil based on their surface 

area as opposed to artifact weight. Furthermore, this is also supported from the 

results o f the refitting analysis. Based on the few diagnostic artifacts recovered from 

the site, the Clark’s Bay dates from the late Middle Archaic period (approximately 

5,200 B.P.) to the Late Archaic period (approximately 2,700 B.P.). A small number 

of Late Woodland ceramics were recovered from a localized area west o f the main 

area o f the site excavation during test pitting of the site. However, no diagnostic Late 

Woodland lithic artifacts were recovered during subsequent excavations.
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

Tool analysis, cultural affiliation and interaction

The past inhabitants of the Clark’s Bay site utilized a wide variety o f tool stone 

to fashion lithic artifacts. However, it was shown that these material types are not 

evenly distributed across the artifact types. Finished bifaces and drills were 

frequently fashioned using non-local tool stone. Unfinished bifaces are evenly 

distributed between non-local, and local chert varieties and metasediment. Informal 

tools, tools that display little modification utilized flakes and cores that have been 

slightly modified (Andrefsky 2005:31), including gravers and wedges, were 

exclusively manufactured from local chert varieties and quartz. It has been suggested 

in the past that Archaic peoples began to rely on more locally available tool stone, 

which in some cases resulted in the use o f less flakable material (Ellis et al. 1990:66). 

At the Clark’s Bay site there is evidence of the use of less flakeable material; 

however, there is also evidence for the continued use of good quality, and in some 

cases exotic tool stone such as Onondaga, Fossil Hill and Kettle Point. Formal 

shaped tools including projectile points and drills were primarily manufactured using 

exotic tool stone, whereas the debitage is primarily of local chert. This pattern is 

consistent with Archaic sites, most o f which are in southwestern Ontario (Ellis, 

Timmins and Martelle 2009: Ellis, Kenyon and Spence 1999). These last sites 

display similar patterns; formal tools have been manufactured from one or two tool 

stone sources and the debitage is dominated by a different tool stone; usually one
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which is in close proximity to the site. This pattern supports a “direct embedded 

procurement strategy” where task groups are gathering material from local sources 

while in close proximity to that source (Ellis and Spence 1998:135). Broken and 

exhausted artifacts manufactured from a non-local source are discarded while tool 

kits are replenished from more local sources, which results in the debitage being 

dominated by the most recently visited tool stone source. This interpretation, in part, 

holds true for the Clark’s Bay site; however, the distance and diversity o f exotic tool 

stones present within the assemblage, represented by exhausted and/or broken tools, 

seems to be far too great to have travelled within regular seasonal routes.

During the late Middle Archaic and even more so during the Late Archaic 

period, there is evidence for longer stays and repeated visits at productive sites, 

which may be the result of population increase that may have restricted the 

territories o f Late Archaic groups. As a result groups may have been more inclined 

to participate in exchange and/or trade activities. These activities may be responsible 

for the presence o f exotic tool stone present within the Clark’s Bay assemblage. 

However, this “settling in” effect undermines many aspects of prehistoric cultures 

because this interpretation tends to view trade/exchange as an external relatively 

passive survival behavior, derived by mechanistic dependency upon on good quality 

material in order to fashion tools required for subsistence needs.

However, of equal importance and one which is seldom described, is 

reproduction partner selection or acquisition. It is proposed that the trade/exchange 

of material culture is embedded within these intergroup marriages, and kin-based 

relationships. It is through these social constructs that access to important resources
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are maintained (Jamieson 1999:187; 1992:81; Blair 2007:4; Tache 2008:179-180). 

As Snow suggests “artifacts move through the medium of linked human societies” 

and that “individuals and social subsets are also moving, sometimes regularly, 

sometimes cyclically, sometimes sporadically, and at a variety o f scales”

(1999:268).

In Ontario and beyond archaeologists have identified a considerable number o f 

Archaic, not to mention later Woodland developments, which may all be considered 

to be interaction spheres: the “Laurentian Archaic”, “Old Copper Culture”, and 

“Glacial Kame” (Chapdelaine and Clermont 2006:206; Byers 1959; Byers 1999). It 

is evident through the lithic assemblage o f the Clark’s Bay site that the past 

inhabitants participated in an exchange network, which is now known as the 

Laurentian Archaic.

Poor preservation and multi-component assemblages in Eastern Ontario 

impedes our understanding of this area; however, it is also in part due to the lack of a 

clear understanding of what stylistic variations mean or communicate. Similar forms 

o f artifacts can perform similar functions and some artifacts can perform a wide 

range of different tasks; however, symbolic variations o f similar artifacts may also 

function as stylistic markers that communicate, solidify and maintain inter-group 

relationships and forge new ones (Byers 1999:284; Jamieson 1999:176-177;

1992;74-75,79). A better understanding of the meaning and communication abilities 

o f stylistic and/or symbolic objects is needed to further comprehend the 

developments within and beyond the Archaic Period.
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Researchers have suggested that there is evidence for the production or stock 

piling of biface and preforms at several broad point Archaic sites in southwestern 

Ontario (Ellis and Spence 1998:137; Ellis, Timmins and Martelle 2009:826). This 

production behavior may have been to ensure a good supply o f material while 

travelling to areas were tool stone is scarce. Conversely, it could also be possible 

that the stockpiling efforts are for trade with distant groups at different times o f the 

year to help maintain relationships and to foster new ones. Furthermore, it has also 

been suggested that during the late Middle and Late Archaic periods there is. 

evidence for increased ceremonialism and that this increase would have put greater 

demands on ritual objects resulting in more intensive use and production o f certain 

ideologically charged objects and materials (Bender 1985:58).

One complete projectile point was recovered which can be described as a 

Brewerton comer-notched biface, and is manufactured on a flake of exotic 

Onondaga chert (see Figure 6.1). This point may therefore indicate distant social 

interaction connecting southwestern Ontario with southeastern Ontario (Tache 

2008:179).

Furthermore, three other biface fragments, distal tips only, were recovered. All 

of these were manufactured from exotic tool stone and none is consistent with 

Brewerton style artifacts. All three point tips (see Figure 6.2 below) are thin, plano

convex in cross-section and appear to have been manufactured from a large flake. 

The blade edges are broad and excurvate. The aforementioned artifacts appear to 

have more similarities to Shield type artifacts described by Wright (1972:16) than to 

Brewerton or Laurentian artifacts.
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Figure 6.1. Brewerton comer-notched projectile point

These three point tips may also be similar to typical broad points like the 

Adder Orchard or Perkiomen types. Without having the bases of any o f these three 

points; however, they cannot be confidently compared to known typologies.

, 0 "  1 2 3

Figure 6.2. Biface tip fragments, (left-Kettle Point chert, middle- 

Lower/Middle Bobcaygeon chert, right-Onondaga chert).
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It is apparent that trade networks, linking Western and Eastern Ontario, were well 

established during the late Middle Archaic and even more so during the Late 

Archaic period. Given the presence of Shield type artifacts and southwestern Ontario 

chert varieties at the Clark’s Bay site, it seems plausible that trade routes may have 

been established from the north linking the Upper Great Lakes with the lower 

eastern Great Lakes including the Trent Valley. Other artifacts that support a Shield 

influence are a large tear drop shaped biface that could be considered as a stage 2 

unfinished biface (see Figure 5.6 in the previous Chapter 5). There is also usewear, 

visible with a hand lens, on the base supporting the idea that this artifact may have 

been hafted and used as a large scraping or chopping tool. This artifact also supports 

the assertion that early stage bifaces are usable and multifunctional and not simply 

an unfinished tool on a continuum with the end result or goal being the production o f 

a formal shaped projectile point. Furthermore, large side and crescent shaped 

scrapers and gravers were also recovered, manufactured from metasediment, which 

resemble forms described by Wright (1972) for the Shield Archaic.

Other projectile points recovered from the site include a classic Brewerton type 

(Justice 1987:115-117; Ritchie 1971:16) point, which was broken into two pieces, an 

intact miniature Brewerton point, a Crawford Knoll complete point (Justice 

1987:116) (see Figure 6.3) and several broken point bases, and a drill base, which 

appear to be typical Brewerton types (Ritchie 1961965:98).
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Figure 6.3. Crawford Knoll projectile point, Onondaga chert.

The Brewerton and Crawford Knoll type points were fashioned from 

Onondaga chert, other point fragments were manufactured from Lower/Middle 

Bobcaygon chert. The drill base was manufactured from Kettle Point chert. Other 

artifacts which include a drill and several thumbnail scrapers (Figure 6.4) were also 

Brewerton-like (Ritchie 1965:98).

0 1 2 3mil l*
Figure 6.4. Thumbnail scraper, Lower/Middle Bobcaygeon chert.

A number of ground stone artifacts were also recovered: a point base fragment, 

two picks or perforators, wood working tools such as ground adzes and axe
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fragments (See Figure 6.5 below). These indicate a Laurentian Archaic affiliation as 

defined by Ellis, Kenyon and Spence (1990:90-93); however, the ground artifact on 

the far left may be more Lamoka-like as described by Ritchie (1967:67).

Figure 6.5 Ground stone artifacts

Debitage Analysis and stage typology

The debitage analysis and stage typology indicates that the Clark’s Bay site 

was used for short term habitation while inhabitants replenished their tool kits using 

local tool stone varieties. The debitage recovered from the site is dominated by local 

Lower/Middle Bobcageon chert primarily, metasediment and quartz. These material 

types were primarily represented by secondary reduction flakes, either shaping or 

thinning flakes, and by late stage finishing flakes. Few primary flakes were 

recovered which may suggest that the local material was being brought into the site 

in an already reduced form. This argument is supported by the small number o f re

sharpening flakes recovered at the site. These re-sharpening flakes were slightly
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concave on the ventral surface, the termination o f the flake show use-wear and the 

striking platform appeared to have been struck from the center of the artifact. This 

type o f re-sharpening flake appears to have been struck from a biface rather than 

from the working edge of a scraper (see Figure 6.6 for an example o f these types o f 

re-sharpening flakes also see Figure 6.7 for an example o f a typical re-sharpening 

scraper flake). These types o f re-sharpening flakes may indicate that quarried 

material was being brought into the site in a reduced form. It may also attest to the 

use o f early stage bifaces as discussed previously in this chapter.

U se-w ear and distal end o f  the flake 
Dorsal Profile Ventral

Figure 6.6. Drawing showing a re-sharpening flake from a biface
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U se-w ear and proximal end o f  the flake 
Dorsal Profile Ventral
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Figure 6.7. Drawing showing a re-sharpening flake from a scraper

A number o f Lower/Middle Bobcaygon chert bipolar and multi-directional 

cores were recovered. The presence o f these cores suggest that tool stone may have 

been brought into the site in a reduced form. However given the lack of primary 

flakes, the objective piece may not have been heavily reduced into a biface at the 

quarry site. This suggests the use of early stage bifaces and reshaping o f these tools 

at the site.

The assertion put forth in Chapter Three that bipolar cores may be used as 

wedges and as a source to provide expedient usable flakes is supported by the 

presence of several exhausted bipolar cores. Some appear to have use-wear damage 

on both ends (see Figure 6.8 below). The damage on both ends and the overall shape 

of these artifacts are characteristic o f wedges similar to those described by LeBlanc 

(1992) and Binford and Quimby (1963).
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and use- 
wear area

Figure 6.8. Drawing of a bipolar core and/or wedge 

Furthermore, there are also a number o f typical bipolar cores that were also 

recovered (see Figure 6.19 for an example). These types o f bipolar cores are very 

different and are more consistent in shape with bipolar core types used for producing 

usable flake blanks, as described by Leaf (1979) and Shott (1989).

Dorsal Profile Ventral

Percussion

Figure 6.9. Drawing o f  a bipolar core from the C lark’s Bay site
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The presence o f these two types o f bipolar cores supports the idea that the 

bipolar technique may be a multifunctional technique, one which provides wedge

like artifacts used for bone/antler and wood working (LeBlanc 1992:11) and the 

other for producing large amounts o f usable flake blanks in a rather expedient 

fashion (Shott 1989:17)

Local Lower/Middle Bobcaygon chert, quartz and metasediment was 

recovered at the site, although only 4 of the 193 cores were metasediment. However, 

metasediment artifacts and flaking debris, represented by secondary reduction and 

some finishing flakes, were recovered. This result suggests that local metasediment 

may have been worked using a different manufacturing technique.

Metasediment may not have been worked using a core reduction method but 

rather was shaped to the desired artifact type. This may be due to the fact that local 

metasediment is difficult to work owing to its asymmetrical structure; and therefore, 

removing large usable flakes may have been impeded by the type of material.

The use o f similar metasedimentary tool stone has been documented by 

Teichroeb (2007) at the nearby West Burleigh Bay site. A number o f finished 

projectile points, meaning points exhibiting hafting attributes, were recovered from 

West Burleigh Bay. However, no finished projectile points of metasediment or 

similar material were recovered from the Clark’s Bay site, although this could be 

due to sampling bias or to the possibility that the intact finished points were moved 

to a different location. Unfinished and/or fragmented artifacts o f metasediment were 

recovered. These artifacts include large early stage bifaces and a number o f side and
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end scrapers. It is evident from the high number o f flakes and the low number o f 

cores, that in tool manufacturing sequence using metasediment, the core was the 

objective piece. Similarly, Teichroeb (2007:111-113) found that tool manufacture 

was favored over core reduction for metasediment and sedimentary tool stones at the 

nearby West Burleigh Bay site.

Debitage Analysis (Sullivan and Rozen)

The results from the Sullivan and Rozen (1989) approach to debitage analysis 

are somewhat inconclusive. The debitage analysis showed that the assemblage 

contained relatively high frequencies of flake fragments and complete flakes 

whereas broken flakes and debris were represented in lower frequencies, the split 

flake category containing the smallest number o f artifacts. These frequencies 

contradict the expected correlations between the five categories suggested by Rozen 

and Sullivan (1985:773). Indeed, they suggest that “shaped stone tool manufacture 

produces comparatively high and invariable proportions o f flake fragments and 

broken flakes, while core reduction results in relatively high and variable 

proportions o f complete flakes and debris” (1985:773).

There are two possible explanations for these results. The first o f these is that 

material type required a different tool manufacturing technique which resulted in 

both core reduction and shaped stone tool production being represented at the site. 

These different methods o f tool manufacture may have been used in association with 

different material types. The second possible explanation relates to the nature of the 

site. Clark’s Bay is a site that had been repeatedly used over a long period o f time
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with frequent seasonal visits spanning much o f the Late Archaic period and into the 

Early Woodland period.

Therefore the assemblage o f debitage may be the result of different tool 

manufacturing techniques through time. However, due to the fact that the 

stratigraphy has been compromised at the site, dating the debitage using relative 

dating methods are ineffective. This then limits the ability to associate debitage and 

stratigraphy to distinct time periods. Therefore the use o f the Rozen and Sullivan 

(1985) or the modified Sullivan and Rozen (1989) method for debitage analysis is 

not effective for archaeological sites with shallow stratigraphy. I would also suggest 

that in order for this method to provide meaningful results the material type must be 

controlled and tested at one time. Thus Sullivan and Rozen or the later modified 

version in 1989 may be an effective approach for separating manufacturing 

techniques in relation to material types, which would involve testing each material 

type individually. That being said, it proved to be ineffective for dealing with large 

assemblages with a wide variety o f tool stone types.

Post-Depositlonal Disturbance and Site Formation Processes

The assessment o f post-depositional disturbance is imperative for 

understanding site formation processes, an aspect o f the archaeological record that is 

seldom acknowledged and addressed in detail in this region of Ontario (Schiffer 

1983:675). Site formation processes are o f particular interest in this section of this 

research. Pedoturbation includes all o f the natural processes that affect 

archaeological sites (Wood and Johnson 1978:317). Schiffer (1983:676) has argued 

that archaeologists must become familiar with which types of natural site formation
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processes affect the archaeological sites investigated within their given geographical 

area o f  research in order to create meaningful and accurate interpretations. O f 

particular interest to this research is the effects “cryoturbation” (freeze-thaw action), 

“graviturbation” (soil creep) and “aquaturbation” (water run off and freezing) (Wood 

and Johnson 1978). Faunalturbation (burrowing from animals, rodents ect.) and 

floralturbation (plant growth and treefall) collectively termed bioturbation, may have 

also played a significant role in affecting the stratigraphy of the Clark’s Bay site. 

Evidence of faunalturbation and floralturbation were recorded and mapped in 

profiles and floor plans. The aforementioned processes evidence minute changes 

within the colour, texture and composition o f the soil. Disturbances created by these 

two processes may disrupt the soil matrix and allow the relatively large or heavy 

artifacts to sink into tunnels and/or voids created by decomposing plant and tree 

remains (Morin 2006:553; Wood and Johnson 1978:318-333). Typically, 

rodent/animal burrows or tunnels, tree throws and decomposed floral remains may 

leave traces by changes in the texture, consistency and colour o f the soil which 

would appear different from the surrounding soil. It is hypothesized that artifacts 

recovered from within these visibly different soil area are secondary or disturbed 

deposits.

Furthermore, the position o f the artifact, whether it be positioned flat on its 

dorsal or ventral surface parallel to the soil stratigraphy or whether it is positioned 

on its edge, may also indicate whether the artifact has twisted on its edge as it sank 

into a void beneath it, as artifacts positioned on their edge tend to work themselves 

deeper within the soil (Wood and Johnson 1978:339). Through excavations at the
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Clark’s Bay site it became clear that there was little contextual stratigraphy and that 

the artifacts were displaced primarily due to the three pedoturbation processes listed 

above. It was witnessed during the excavation process that artifacts were positioned 

on their dorsal or ventral surface and were perched on top of a clay and/or gravel 

level, suggesting that artifacts experienced sorting and were primarily affected by 

cryoturbation.

The surface area o f an artifact is more affected by post-depositional 

disturbance, such as cryoturbation and faunalturbation, than by weight. This is also 

consistent with the results by Wood and Johnson (1978), who found that surface area 

and orientation o f the artifact were affected significantly by regular freeze thaw 

cycles. Artifacts that had a large surface area and were positioned at 90 degrees 

relative to the soil surface experienced the most vertical displacement (Wood and 

Johnson 1978:340). Artifacts that were positioned parallel to the surface or at a 

slight angle did not experience as much displacement up or down through the soil 

(Wood and Johnson 1978:340). The results from the chi-squared test, testing surface 

area, is significant. Therefore it is evident that the surface area of the artifacts is 

affected, which is typical during regular freeze thaw cycles consistent with Johnson 

and Wood’s findings (1978:338-341). The perching of artifacts also supports the 

idea that artifacts were worked through the soil matrix until they came into contact 

with an impermeable level such as gravel, clay and/or bedrock where they tend to 

orient themselves parallel to that level. This was consistently witnessed within the 

excavated units that had a sterile clay and/or gravel base and also in units that were 

excavated down to bedrock.
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It was also determined that the artifacts and the soil were less affected by 

graviturbation and aquaturbation. Graviturbation, (soil creep) happens when artifacts 

are deposited on a downward sloping surface. The Clark’s Bay site is situated on a 

downward sloping bedrock, and it was hypothesized that the heavier artifacts would 

have travelled farther downhill; or vice-versa the lighter artifacts may have travelled 

farther downhill with the affects o f aquaturbation ground water flow and/or surface 

water run off. The results indicate that although the artifacts were displaced; they 

tended to accumulate between the fossil terraces present at the site. The results show 

that there are three low lying areas where the heavier artifacts were concentrated 

which corresponds to lower areas o f the site between the fossil terraces. Therefore, I 

believe that the topography o f the site has slowed or minimized the effects of 

graviturbation and aquaturbation due to the fact that the fossil terraces at the site 

impeded the translocation o f artifacts at a large scale.

To help determine the extent o f artifact displacement re-fitting o f  artifacts was 

attempted. Sixteen artifacts were refitted, fifteen of which were located within or in 

adjacent units; however, most o f the conjoined pieces were located within different 

stratigraphic levels. A drill fragment was recovered and three pieces were able to be 

refitted; however, these three pieces were found in three separate units separated by 

more than 2 meters. The refitting analysis supports the conclusion that artifacts have 

been more affected by cryoturbation than by gaviturbation or aquaturbation. 

However, I recognize that given the small sample size o f refitted artifacts the 

validity o f this method may be compromised. Also caution must be taken while 

using refitting methods for assessing site formation processes due the fact that the
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initial fracture o f the artifact may not have been cultural, meaning that the artifact 

may have fractured due to freeze thaw activities, root growth, or by trampling which 

might have taken place much more recently. This would limit the interpretations as 

only one refitted artifact, a bipolar core and corresponding flake was refitted which 

can be attributed to cultural processes. If the remaining refitted artifacts were 

fractured by non-cultural means which may have happened recently, this would then 

give the impression that the artifacts have been less affected by soil creep or water 

flow. Therefore I have found that refitting methods with small sample sizes must be 

interpreted with caution and should be used in conjunction with other methods.

Due to the fact that the majority o f the refitted artifacts were found within or in 

adjacent units, it is evident that they have not been displaced; however, at this point 

and without further analysis it is unclear whether the refitted artifacts were broken 

due to cultural phenomena or as a result o f post-depositional disturbance such as 

heat, freeze-thaw cycles, and/or trampling during past logging activities or by 

animals.

Summary

In summary, the lithic artifacts recovered from the Clark’s Bay site indicate 

that, although there is clear evidence to support a Laurentian affiliation (e.g. the 

presence o f several Brewerton type artifacts), there is also a number o f artifacts that 

cannot be confidently classified as typical Laurentian using previously established 

typologies. It is also apparent that there are Shield Archaic artifacts at the site 

suggesting a Shield culture influence. Furthermore, the presence o f non-local exotic
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tool stone varieties from southwestern Ontario indicate interaction with groups from 

southwestern Ontario.

The lithic and debitage analysis indicates that the site was a habitation locus 

where past people replenished their tool kits using local tool stone. It is also clear 

that both core reduction and tool manufacturing methods were employed at the site 

and that those tool manufacturing techniques may coincide with different tool stone 

varieties.

Furthermore, it is determined that a number o f site formation processes 

affected the soils and the provenience o f artifacts. O f significance here is the effects 

of cryoturbation (freeze/thaw action). Artifacts experienced sorting through the soil 

based on their surface area. Vertical displacement o f artifacts is significant at the 

site; however, horizontal displacement is less significant due to the topographic 

nature o f the site, notably the presence of fossil terraces which curtailed lateral 

transportation o f artifacts.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions

This research followed two separate but interrelated lines of inquiry; one being 

to document and analyze the lithic assemblage of the Clark’s Bay site, and the other 

to explore and assess a variety o f site formation processes that affected the artifacts 

within the soil. The lithic analysis confirms that the site was inhabited on a 

reoccurring basis from the late Middle Archaic period (6,000 to 4,500 B.P.) and into 

the Late Archaic/Early Woodland period (4,500 to 2,800 B.P.) (Ellis et al 1990:67). 

This was confirmed by the presence o f typical Brewerton projectile points, scrapers 

and a type of drill that Justice (1987:115-116) and Ritchie (1965:87-102) attribute to 

the Brewerton phase from 5,000 B.P to 3,750 B.P. Furthermore, Teichroeb (2007) 

found at the nearby West Burleigh Bay site, that the use o f metasediment and 

sedimentary tool stone, which appears to be similar to the metasediment found at the 

Clark’s Bay site, to be diagnostic o f the Late Archaic period. Ceramic sherds were 

not analyzed in this research, but their presence does indicate a Late Woodland 

component to the site; however, no diagnostic Late Woodland lithic artifacts were 

recovered in the excavated units.

The lithic and debitage analysis indicated the Clark’s Bay site was a habitation 

site where a variety o f tools were being used and manufactured. The interpretation of 

the site as a habitation site rather than a specialized tool manufacturing or 

hunting/butchering camp is due to the presence o f a wide variety o f domestic tools 

consistent with habitation sites (Kooyman 2000:106). Activities like hide working,
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wood working, food processing and tool manufacturing and resharpening are 

represented by drills, scrapers, wedges, adze and axes, projectile points, bifaces, 

cores and lithic debitage showing use wear.

Through the debitage analysis it became apparent that different tool 

manufacturing techniques were being employed at the site and that these correspond 

to specific tool stone types. Notable in this regard is the use o f metasediment. Given 

that there were very few metasediment cores in relation to the number o f flakes 

recovered, I infer that these cores were actually the objective piece, meaning that the 

objective piece was being reduced. This is consistent with an assemblage that has 

few cores but relatively high frequencies o f flakes. Conversely, there is a high 

percentage o f local Lower/Middle Bobcaygeon chert cores which coincides with 

high frequencies of flakes and flaking debris. This then points to the fact that core 

reduction was employed at the site using local varieties o f chert.

The archaeological remains indicate that the site is consistent with Laurentian 

Archaic archaeological sites given the presence o f artifacts such as ground stone and 

Brewerton style artifacts as defined as Laurentian by Ellis et al. (2000:91-92). 

However, a number o f artifacts, in particular a large tear drop shaped biface, perhaps 

a chopping tool, and several large bifacially worked side and end scrapers, suggest a 

strong Shield influence. Furthermore, three fragmented bifaces cannot be 

confidently described as Laurentian type artifacts and resemble biface varieties 

described by Wright (1972), which he attributes to the Middle Shield culture. The 

use o f metasediment has also been documented in Shield assemblages as well as 

throughout southern Ontario. Due to the fact that no diagnostic artifacts made from
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this material were recovered its use cannot confidently be associated with the Shield 

Archaic. The presence o f a considerable number o f artifacts fashioned from non

local sources supports interaction with groups from southwestern Ontario.

A number o f biface fragments were recovered that were fashioned from non

local exotic chert. It has been documented that past peoples quarried tool stone 

varieties while in close proximity to a specific source, so that the farther one gets 

from the source the less likely it will become represented within an assemblage 

(Kooyman 2000:136-149; Andrefsky 2005:152, 191). This interpretation holds true 

for many of the archaeological sites in southwestern Ontario. There it is common to 

find tools broken or discarded tools made o f one or two tool stone varieties while the 

debitage is dominated by a different tool stone type which is usually the one closest 

to the site (Ellis, Timmins and Martelle 2009:815). At the Clark’s Bay site a number 

o f exotic tool stone types were represented mainly by broken tools present within the 

assemblage. These sources include Kettle Point chert, Fossil Hill chert and 

Onondaga chert all o f which are sourced to southwestern Ontario. The three biface 

tip fragments mentioned above and a drill was manufactured from the 

aforementioned exotic tool stone types. Although the biface tip fragments cannot be 

confidently typed, the tool stone they have been manufactured from does suggest 

some form of interaction with southwestern Ontario. Worth noting here is the 

presence of Onondaga chert in the assemblage. O f all the exotic chert recovered 

from the site, Onondaga chert is the only non local tool stone type that is represented 

by tools, cores and flaking debris, including some primary reduction flakes with
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cortex. The representation of this tool stone may suggest a change in the direction o f 

seasonal movements or a change in the way that tool stone was obtained.

The lithic analysis confirms that some large pieces o f Onondaga chert were 

being brought into the site. This is supported by the fact that Onondaga chert is 

represented by all stages o f the tool manufacturing sequence from large primary 

flakes, secondary and finishing flakes as well as by cores and fragmented tools. 

Therefore it is plausible that at some point during the occupation period o f the 

Clark’s Bay site, the inhabitants obtained large pieces of Onondaga chert either by 

trade/exchange affiliations or by direct procurement. It is also plausible that the 

Kettle Point and Fossil Hill chert was traded or exchanged in finished tool types at 

the same time. For example, Janusas (1983:121) found that during the Late Archaic 

and Early Woodland periods, Kettle Point chert was widely distributed and primarily 

is represented in lithic assemblages by finished and/or broken or discarded artifacts. 

Unfortunately, given the scant information about interaction during the Archaic 

period and the limited contextual stratigraphy at the Clark’s Bay site it would be 

mere speculation to associate specific time periods to this interaction. However, at 

the nearby West Burleigh Bay site there is evidence of interaction with southwestern 

Ontario throughout the Archaic period based on diagnostic point styles which are 

well known from southwestern Ontario. Also at the Clark’s Bay site, the use of 

metasediment is consistent with the use o f less flakeable metasediment and 

sedimentary rock found in the West Burleigh Bay assemblage.

The results o f this analysis are consistent with the findings from the West 

Burleigh Bay site in that both sites provided Laurentian style artifacts and suggest
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interaction with both the Shield Archaic culture and with Archaic groups from 

southwestern Ontario.

In the past stylistic continuity, and conversely abrupt change, within material 

culture has been interpreted by inferring large scale cultural processes like 

migration, diffusion, population intrusion, warfare, and/or conquest. This is not say 

that these cultural processes did not take place, on the contrary, at a small scale they 

were probably a part o f everyday life (Jamieson 1992:72-73); however, to explain 

the change and/or continuity of material culture using these cultural processes alone 

is to assume that people in prehistoric cultures were incapable of making their own 

decisions that may express “reputation, self expression and aesthetics in everyday 

life” (Byers 1999:284). Rather it is plausible that material culture/items and ideas 

move between groups as a result of small scale, albeit inter-group relationships to 

forge, maintain and solidify social relationships based wholly, or in part, by 

marriage, ideology, spirituality and/or cosmological belief systems. Furthermore, by 

looking at the 7,000 year span o f the Archaic period it becomes clear that these 

relationships and interaction systems were constantly changing in intensity, direction 

and geographical position. It is only by looking at material culture as an embedded 

aspect o f social/cultural relationships that archaeologists may be able to decipher 

what certain stylistic differences and similarities, which albeit conveyed many 

different meanings for the groups involved in maintaining, perpetuating and 

changing these stylistic patterns.

As mentioned above there are two lines o f inquiry that guided this research, the 

lithic documentation and analysis described above and the assessment of site
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formation processes that affected the post-deposition o f artifacts. By using methods 

such as: refitting, and statistical tests like chi-squared and Spearman’s rho to assess 

the spatial distribution of artifacts, by weight and surface area both vertically and 

horizontally, it was possible to assess the degree o f post-depositional disturbance 

and to determine what forms of pedoturbation affected the artifacts at the site. This 

research suggests that the artifacts were most affected by freeze/thaw cycle or 

cryoturbation. Several conjoinable artifacts were identified within the assemblage 

and it is determined that they were displaced vertically throughout the stratigraphic 

levels rather than horizontally across the site. These finding are also consistent with 

a study conducted by Villa (1982), who examined the distribution o f conjoinable 

artifacts. Although conducted on Old World sites, it does have merit here as 

potentially all archaeological sites suffer from some form of post-depositional 

disturbance. All conjoinable artifacts, but one, were recovered within the same or 

adjacent unit; however, they were randomly displaced vertically throughout the 

stratigaphic levels.

Wood and Johnson (1978) have pointed out that cryoturbation (freeze/thaw 

action) can potentially create the displacement o f artifacts vertically through the soil 

matrix. The displacement o f conjoinable pieces throughout the stratigraphic levels is 

also supported by the fact that the artifacts experienced post-depositional sorting 

based their surface area rather then by weight. It is apparent that some o f the heavier 

artifacts were clustered in three pockets associated with depressions between two 

fossil terraces that run across the excavation area. Artifact weight and density 

correlate with these fossil terraces in that the artifacts appear to have been trapped
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between these fossil terraces impeding translocation to the lowest lying area o f the 

site. Without being able to determine whether this clustering is cultural or natural, 

specific episodes o f tool manufacture and raw material use cannot be confidently 

attributed to specific culture areas o f the site.

Suggestions for Future Research

Although this research was able to answer several questions pertaining to the 

late Middle Archaic period through the Early Woodland period as it relates to 

Ontario, it identified many gaps within our current understanding of southeastern 

Ontario’s past. Future research, as it relates to lithic analysis, could begin by further 

testing Sullivan and Rozen method for debitage analysis. As mentioned previously, 

my research has identified several problems with this method, perhaps the most 

troublesome of which relates to its tendency to lump tool stone types for analytical 

purposes. In order to clearly show how certain material types correlate with specific 

manufacturing techniques (such as tool manufacture or core reduction), tool stone 

type needs to be separated by material and tested individually. Furthermore, once 

manufacturing techniques are established for material types it may be possible to 

identify technical changes through time, provided that the debitage can be 

confidently assigned to specific time periods.

Furthermore, it is well known that sites located on the Canadian Shield of 

southeastern Ontario, particularly in the Trent Valley, tend to be stratigraphically 

compromised. This does not mean that these sites have little to offer. By 

understanding site formation processes a great deal o f information can be deduced. 

A direction for future research would be to explore a variety o f methods, including
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excavation methods and artifact analysis that will help to develop a better 

understanding o f how artifacts and sites change due to post-depositional 

disturbances. Once site formation processes are better understood, archaeologists 

can then tease out some much needed information that will augment our 

understanding o f the past peoples who inhabited the Shield and Great Lakes St- 

Lawrence culture areas.
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Appendix A

Definition of terms and Technological Attributes used for the lithic 
analysis

Tool: refers to any artifact exhibiting positive or negative percussion 

features with bifacial or unifacial retouch of at least 3.0 mm in length 

on at least one margin (Teichroeb 2007:157).

Debitage: Debitage refers to all o f  the flaked stone artifacts with a 

single interior surface indicated by the presence of positive percussion 

features (Miles 2005:181). These artifacts do not exhibit retouch 

modification, use-wear and are not cores or tools. However shatter and 

blocky fragments are included as debitage. Debitage is further 

subdivided into three categories: primary, secondary and tertiary flakes 

which infer a lithic stage o f reduction or production (Miles 2005:181). 

Following Sullivan and Rozen (1985) the debitage is also divided into 

five categories based on the level o f  completeness. These categories 

include complete flake, broken flake, flake fragment, split flake and 

debris, all o f which are defined below

Attributes Recorded for the Rozen and Sullivan Debitage Analysis

Complete Flake: Following Rozen and Sullivan (1989:181) a complete 

flake refers to all lithic debitage that exhibits a single interior surface, 

an intact striking platform and intact margins. Termination types are 

typically feather terminations; however, hinge terminations are included



because they typically represent an aborted termination due to flaws in 

the raw material (Teichroeb 2007:157). Step terminations are not 

included as they may be the result o f taphonomic processes (Teichroeb 

2007:158).

Broken Flake: refers to lithic debitage exhibiting a single interior 

surface that exhibits an intact striking platform.

Split Flake', a split flake refers to a piece of lithic. debitage that has a 

single interior surface. A portion o f the striking platform and a margin 

that remains intact; however, the piece has been split longitudinally 

along the flaking axis (Teichroeb 2007:158).

Flake Fragment: refers to any lithic debitage exhibiting a single 

interior surface but lacking a striking platform and any termination 

features.

Debris: refers to any lithic debitage that has no flake characteristics and 

can be referred to as shatter or blocky fragments. Shatter refers to a 

piece of lithic material that has broken away or has been removed 

intentionally and results in a piece o f material that has no diagnostic 

flake attributes. This lithic material is rather angular, chunky or blocky 

with no distinct ventral or dorsal surface and also lacks any remnants of 

a striking platform, compression rings or a distinct termination type 

(Kooyman 2000:14). Blocky fragments are categorized as artifacts that 

may exhibit a positive or negative percussion feature. Blocky fragments 

also have no clear platform, termination or margin.



Attributes Recorded for a Detailed Stage Typology 

Early Stage:

Primary reduction flake (early stage): These flakes represent an early 

stage of reduction and are typically large, thick and may exhibit cortex 

up 100% and/or few dorsal flake scars. The maximum length and/or 

width is typically greater than 15 cm and greater than 3 mm in 

maximum thickness. Striking platforms tend to be large and relatively 

unmodified and may retain cortex (Miles 2005:181; Fisher 1997:47). 

These flakes have few dorsal scars specifically 2 or less over the entire 

dorsal surface and one or less within 1cm2 (Kooyman 2000:52).

Middle Stage:

Secondary reduction Flake: These flakes are smaller in size and thinner 

than primary flakes. The presence o f cortex is rare but these flakes may 

contain up to 50% on their dorsal surfaces (Fisher 1997:47). Also the 

dorsal surface may exhibit simple flake scarring indicating that some 

previous flakes have been struck from the core (Fisher 1997:47). 

Platforms also may display two to three platform scars and may be 

lipped suggesting the use of a soft hammer percussion method 

(Kooyman 2000:52; Hayden and Hutchings 1989:247). A lipped 

platform refers to an edge that extends from the platform beyond the 

ventral surface creating a lip or ridge where the platform edge intersects 

the ventral surface.



Shaping Flake: This entry refers to flakes that are detached to shape a 

tool. They are small, short and rounded as they do not extend deep into 

the objective piece but are rather restricted to the outer margins, 

typically 2 or 3cm in length and/or thickness, and are between 2 and 

3mm in thickness. They exhibit few dorsal and platform scars, typically 

two or less (Kooyman 2000:52). The appearance o f cortex is rare but 

may present up to 50% of the dorsal and/or platform surface. The dorsal 

surface may display 2 to 4 flake scars and 1 to 2 flake scars within 

lcm 2. Platforms may display 0 to 2 platform scars and may be lipped 

(Hayden and Hutchings 1989:247).

Thinning Flake: This entry refers to flakes that are removed from the 

objective piece in order to reduce its thickness. Thinning flakes are 

removed from the objective piece in order to reduce its thickness. They 

are typically elongated and thin, less than 2 mm in thickness, and may 

contain 3 to 4 dorsal and/or platform scars. They have more than 3 

dorsal scars over the entire dorsal surface and 2 or 3 dorsal flake scars 

within lcm 2 (Kooyman 2000:52).

Late stage reduction flakes: These flakes represent the final stages of 

the lithic reduction process. They tend to be small and thin exhibiting 

little to no cortex. The dorsal surface may contain a complex network of 

flake scars, and the striking platform may contain three or more flake 

scars and may be lipped (Kooyman 2000:52). Note that some o f the 

tertiary or late stage flakes may be the result o f retouch or rejuvenation



of a tool. Rejuvenation flakes may be further separated by having a 

rounded edge running between the platform and the termination area of 

the flake in question suggesting previous use-wear (Kooyman 2000:57). 

Bifacial Reduction Flake: This entry refers to a specialized type of 

thinning flake represented in the late stage o f the reduction process. 

These flakes exhibit complex dorsal and platform scarring typically 3 or 

more scars (Kooyman 2000:53). Bifacial reduction flakes tend to vary 

in size from small to large flakes all o f which are greater than 1 cm. 

They tend to be thin, less than 2 mm in width, and exhibit little to no 

cortex. The dorsal surface may contain a complex network o f flake 

scars, typically more than 4 scars, including 4 or more within 1 cm2.

The striking platforms may contain 3 or more flake scars and in most 

cases are lipped (Kooyman 2000:52). Bifacial reduction flakes are 

typically curved longitudinally and have expanding feather terminations 

(Kooyman 2000:51). These flakes typically indicate the thinning stage 

of a biface.

Finishing Flake: This entry refers to the final stage o f the reduction 

process. Finishing flakes are typically the final stage of the reduction 

process and are detached from the objective piece to remove any 

irregularities (Kooyman 2000:54). They are small, less than 1 cm in 

length and/or width. Depending on their size they have complex dorsal 

scaring as indicated by typically more than three flake scars. Finishing 

flakes that are 5 mm or less in length or width may only exhibit 2 flake



scars on their dorsal surface. These flakes are thin, less than 1.5 mm in 

thickness. Platforms may or may not be lipped but usually contain two or 

more platform scars. The lack of lipped platforms may be indicative of a 

pressure flaking method (Kooyman 2000:54).

Re-sharpening flakes: These flakes are small, similar to finishing 

flakes, but show evidence of use, typically by a dull, rounded edge or 

by micro chipping on the margin (Kooyman 2000:54). These flakes are 

small and may or may not have complex dorsal scaring depending on 

their overall size. This category is an important part of lithic studies and 

o f this research as it offers insight into what type o f tools were being 

used and later rejuvenated.

Bipolar reduction Flake: This entry refers to flakes that have been 

removed by a bipolar flaking technique which applies a wedging or 

compressive force (Andrefsky 2005:27; Jolly 2007:185). These flakes 

exhibit damage on opposing ends or crushed striking platforms. 

Compression rings may be present and may intersect near the center of 

the flake (Andrefsky 2005:125). Typical bipolar reduction flakes have 

no bulb o f percussion but rather a diffused or sheared interior surface 

which can result in the formation of longitudinal ridges (Kooyman 

2000:17; Andrefsky 2005:27; Leaf 1979).

Characteristics and definitions of the above mentioned categories 
are as follows

Cortex: This refers to the presence or absence o f weathered surfaces on



the dorsal face o f any given artifact and pertains to the entire 

assemblage. Cortex is assessed using three categories (Following 

Andrefsky 2005:106; Jolly 2007:184):

-50%< more than half of the surface displays cortex 

-50%> less than half of the surface displays cortex 

Absent: no cortex present

Raw material type: This entry refers to the material type, which is 

documented for every artifact. Material types were determined through 

descriptions contained in Cherts o f  Southern Ontario (Eley and Von 

Bitter 1989), and lithic hand samples collected by Dr. Jamieson from 

known sources.

Striking platform: This entry refers to the surface area that was struck to 

cause flake removal. Remnants o f the striking platform may or may not 

be present on the detached flake (Kooyman 2000:12).

Striking platform scars: This entry refers to the number of flake scars 

present on intact striking platforms only. Platform scars are used to 

help sort flakes into particular stages o f reduction (Kooyman 2000:12). 

They are recorded as follows (Following Kooyman 2000:52):

0-1 platform scars -early stage 

2-3 platform scars -  middle stage 

3 or more platform scars -  late stage 

Type o f platform preparation 

unmodified cortical bearing



prepared flaked 

prepared abraded

Termination types', refers to the termination or the margins o f any 

particular flake. Terminations are subdivided into four types as 

described below:

Feather', feather terminations are characterized by a gradual thinning of 

the flake until it is reduced to nothing (Kooyman 2000:19).

Step: This termination type refers to a rather abrupt end or termination 

of a flake where the distal margin of the flake ends in a 90 degree angle 

away from the core (Kooyman 2000:19).

Hinge'. A hinge termination is similar to a step termination although it 

tends to create a rounded end as apposed to an abrupt 90 degree angle 

(Kooyman 2000:19).

Outrepasse or overshoot'. This termination feature refers to a 

termination which continues around the end or side of the piece being 

worked and it bends inward towards the core or the tool being worked 

removing a portion of the end or side (Kooyman 2000:19).

Dorsal scar count: This entry refers to the number o f dorsal flake scars 

(Teichroeb 2007:162; Kooyman 2000:52).

Directionality o f  the Flake Scars: This entry refers to the direction of 

the flake scars present on the dorsal surface o f a flake.

-unidirectional

-multidirectional
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Number o f Flake scars present within lcm 2 : This entry records the 

number o f flake scars within a 1 cm2 area.

Curvature: refers to the curve of the longitudinal profile o f a flake.

-straight

-concave

-convex

Lipping: This entry refers to the presence or absence of a lip protruding 

from the intersection of the striking platform and the bulb o f percussion 

on the ventral surface o f a proximal flake (Jolly 2007:201). The 

presence o f lipping is typical o f a late stage o f reduction and also o f soft 

hammer percussion (Hayden and Hutchings 1989:247).

Measurements: Maximum length, width and thickness was recorded for 

all complete flakes and artifacts.

Biface Preform  Stages and Associated A ttributes (Following Andrefsky 2005:188 

which is slightly modified from Callahan 1979 and Whittaker 1994).

Biface Stage 1: This entry refers to a bifacially flaked tool which has 

been bifacially flaked and roughly outlined. Stage 1 bifaces tend to be 

irregular, thick and may exhibit some cortex. The cross-section is 

hexagonal and the flake scars tend to be deep, large and usually cross 

less then half o f the width of the objective piece (Fisher 1997:25). From 

the profile view the edge is very irregular and jagged (Fisher 1997:25;

Andrefsky 2005:187). Very little or few striking platforms are present 

on the objective piece (Andrefsky 2005:187).



Biface Stage 2: This entry refers the primary thinning stage o f a biface. 

Flake scars travel at least to the center o f the objective piece and 

beyond, removing previous irregularities such as step fractures 

(Andrefsky 2005:187; Fisher 1997:29).

Biface Stage 3: This entry refers to a secondary thinning and shaping 

stage. Flake scars may be patterned and travel past the center line and 

are thin and may cover over half o f the surface (Fisher 1997:29). 

Striking platforms can be visible and are prepared by grinding and/or 

beveling (Andrefsky 2005:187). A rudimentary base may be formed 

and the edge becomes regular (Fisher 1997:28).

Biface Stage 4 Final stage (finished): This entry refers to the final stage 

o f biface preparation. The artifact may exhibit haft elements and refined 

trimming of jagged areas along the edge as well as the removal of any 

remnant striking platforms. Edges are very regular and may exhibit 

unified retouch (Fisher 1997:29).

Attributes to Distinguish Between Reduction Stages and Other 
Flaked Artifacts

Stacked Step or Hinge Termination: This entry refers to the presence or 

absence o f stacked hinge or step terminations on the objective piece. 

Terminations are considered to be stacked if two or more are present at 

the same locus.

Total Number o f  Hinge or Step Fractures: This entry refers to the total 

number of hinge and step fractures present on the entire objective piece.



Width to Thickness Ratio: Width o f Biface / Thickness of Biface 

Edge Sinuosity: This entry refers to the subjective degree o f ‘wave’ 

exhibited along the lateral margins if one imagines a straight line from 

the proximal and distal ends.

Slight- edge is relatively straight 

Moderate- edge is moderately wavy 

Extreme- edge is extremely wavy

Number o f Flake scars within a 1 cm2: This entry records the number of 

flake scars within a 1 cm2 area.

Total number o f flake scars: This entry records the number o f flake 

scars greater than 5mm in length, present on one side o f the objective 

piece.

Directionality o f  the flake scars: This entry refers to the direction o f the 

flake scars present on the objective piece as follows:

-Multi directional 

-Parallel 

-cross cutting

Presence o f platforms and preparations: This entry refers to any 

remnants of platforms and platform preparations (present or absent). 

Breakage Type: This entry refers to the type o f break if the biface is not 

complete

-Missing base or base elements 

-Missing tip



-longitudinally split

Retouch: This entry refers to intentional modification o f the edge of a 

stone tool. Retouch can be produced by either pressure flaking or 

percussion flaking technique (Andrefsky 2005:260).

Retooling/Rejuvenation: This entry refers to the presence or absence of 

retooling or resharpening, meaning that an artifact has been reworked to 

form a different shape.

Edge Angle: This entry refers to the angle o f retouch between the 

ventral and dorsal surfaces measured using a goniometric meter. 

-Moderately obtuse less than 70 degrees 

-Very obtuse greater than 70 degrees

Placement o f retouch: This entry refers to the placement and type o f 

retouch on an artifact (Following Kooyman 2000:98).

-single sided: presence o f retouch on one lateral side 

-double sided: presence o f retouch on two non-adjoining edges 

-convergent: presence o f retouch on two adjacent sides which join 

at a point

-transverse: presence o f  retouch on the distal end of a flake 

Weight: This entry refers to the weight o f each artifact sorted by raw 

material type. Weight is taken in grams using a digital electronic scale.



Stage 4 (finished artifacts) morphological characteristics which 
distinguish time and space based on a comparison to Ritchie 1980 
and Justice 1987.

Unifacial: This entry refers to an artifact that possesses flaking and/or 

retouch on one surface.

Bifacial: This entry refers to an artifact that has been flaked or

possesses retouch on both

faces.

Completeness: This entry refers to the degree of completeness of the 

artifact. The artifact can be placed within one of five categories (Jolly 

2007:212).

Complete- the artifact retains the lateral margins and both proximal and 

distal or base elements.

Distal end- this refers to the tip o f the artifact.

Proximal end- this refers to the base o f the artifact which can be a stem 

or haft elements.

Mid section- this refers to the middle section o f an artifact which lacks 

both the distal and proximal ends.

Longitudinal: this entry refers to the lateral margin of one side being 

intact and may or may not retain the proximal or distal ends.

Maximum length: This entry refers to the maximum length of the 

artifact from distal to proximal end, providing the artifact is complete. 

Maximum width : This entry refers to the maximum width of the artifact



from margin to margin.

Maximum thickness: This entry refers to the maximum thickness o f the 

artifact from one face to the other face.

Length/Width Ratio: This entry refers to the maximum length divided 

by the maximum width providing the artifact is complete (Jolly 

2007:213).

Transverse Morphology. This entry refers to the degree o f convexity 

exhibited on both faces and may fall into one o f three categories (Jolly 

2007:214).

Lenticular: both surfaces o f the biface are convex in appearance. 

Plano-Convex: a single face is convex and the other is flat. 

Indeterminate: The convexity cannot be assessed accurately on 

either face.

Lateral Morphology: This entry refers to the visual assessment o f the 

lateral margins o f the artifacts (Jolly 2007:215). The lateral morphology 

falls into one of four categories.

Excurvate: The lateral margins exhibit a degree o f convexity.

Incurvate: The lateral margins exhibit a degree o f concavity.

Straight: The lateral margins are straight.

Indeterminate: the margins cannot be accurately assessed.

Edge Angle: the entry refers to the degree of angle exhibited between 

both faces

>70 degree very obtuse



<70 degree moderately obtuse

Form o f retouch along the lateral edge: This entry refers to the type of 

retouch along the lateral edge and can be placed in one o f four 

categories (Teichroeb 2007:166).

Serration- retouch produces regular notches along the lateral edge 

Even- retouch is continuous and evenly spaced along the lateral 

edge

Irregular- retouch is discontinuous, random, clustered or irregular 

Indeterminate

Edge Sinuosity: This entry refers to the visual degree o f waviness 

exhibited along the lateral edge and can fall within one o f three 

categories (Teichroeb 2007:166). These categories have been described 

above.

Slight

Moderate

Extreme

Base type: This entry refers to the type o f base or basal attachment

exhibited on the artifact and can fall into one o f five categories.

Stemmed

Comer notched

Side notched

Expanding

Indeterminate



Basal Morphology: This entry refers to the visual assessment o f the

base and it can fall within one o f four categories (Jolly 2007:215).

Convex

Concave

Straight

Indeterminate

Flake Scar orientation'. This entry refers to the pattern of flake scars on 

the faces o f the biface which can be placed in one o f three categories 

(Teichroeb 2007:166).

Random- non-pattemed or multidirectional 

Patterned- flake scars have a visible parallel pattern 

Indeterminate

Retooling: this entry refers to the presence or absence o f retooling 

where the artifact has been reworked or modified from its original 

shape.

Cores and Core Types

Core: Any piece o f lithic material from which a flake has been removed 

leaving behind negative flake scars. There should be no retouch (see 

definition below) present on any margins (Kooyman 2000:65,100; 

Andrefsky 2005:14).

Exhausted core: This entry refers to a core that has been worked to 

exhaustion. The core becomes too small to be worked and is then 

discarded (Kooyman 2000:56; Andrefsky 2005:14).



Core fragment: a piece o f lithic material that has broken away from the 

core. Core fragments should retain some negative flake scars (Kooyman 

2000:56).

Core rejuvenation Flake: This entry refers to a specialized flake 

removed to rejuvenate a core, generally creating a new platform area on 

the core for future flake removal. Core rejuvenation flakes generally 

have few dorsal scars and tend to be thick or blocky (Kooyman 

2000:57).

Bipolar cores: This entry refers to a type o f core that has been worked 

using a bipolar percussion technique. Bipolar cores may exhibit 

battering, crushing or scarring on opposing ends. Flakes can be 

removed from one or both faces o f a core and usually extend the entire 

length o f the piece (Kooyaman 2000:56). These cores have a slightly 

convex profile and no ventral surface (Kooyman 2000:56). Flake scars 

often leave no bulb o f percussion or the bulb may be sheared 

(Kooyaman 2000:56).

Amorphous (unprepared) or multi-directional cores: This entry refers 

to an objective chunk o f lithic material from which flakes are removed 

(Kooyman 2000:100). Amorphous cores typically have no prepared 

platforms and flake scars are random and removed from multiple 

directions (Kooyman 2000:100).

Prepared cores: This entry refers to a specialized type of core that has a 

visible prepared striking platform from which to remove flakes. Flake



scars tend to be parallel or can be multi-directional providing another 

prepared platform area was created (Kooyman 2000:100)

Attributes to distinguish between core types

Platform preparation: This entry refers to preparation or modification

to platforms present on a core and is assessed by four variables.

-Unmodified

-Prepared by flaking

-Prepared by abrading

-indeterminate

Presence o f  crushed platforms: This entry refers to whether the 

platform exhibits any crushed area either on one end or opposing ends, 

-present one end 

-present on apposing ends 

-not present

Flake scar orientation or directionality: This entry refers to the 

direction o f the flake scars present on the core, which is assessed by 

three variables.

-parallel

-perpendicular

-multidirectional

Level o f  completeness: This entry refers to whether the core is 

complete, fragmented or exhausted.

Length, width and thickness measurements were also taking for all
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complete and/or exhausted cores.


